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ylor Urges Prompt Help For City School System
[Stores To
izes For

Bob Taylor Winner
Of Character Award

illy Day
limately 60 Club
|rs Will Compete
And Demoncash awards totaling
presented by memi t h e Princeton chain
to winners of the
• revue ami demonstralest to be held here
May 1, it was animus week by Merle
BairoMflu
imately 50 4-H boys
[will participate in the
•County Agent R. A.
Home Agent Wilma
said. Winners of the
^tion events will repft county in the Disst, May 26.
vue program and first
Id place prizes are:
towel, pot holder and
a) and 25 cents each
for slip, 50 and 25
for school dress, $1
ts.
I. play suit and pa jamId 50 cents each class.
[V; dress-up dress, $1
tnts.
|; formal dress, $1 and
.

THE

Jl; semitailored cotton
(dress, $1 and 50 cents,
pi demonstrations, with
events for boys and
^t prizes of $2 and sects of $1 will be given,
[for best single demonboys and girls, will be
st place and 50 cents
fcd.
rater management team
$2, first place, and $1,
s of the awards are
and Pacific Tea Co.,
)alzell, manager; Main
xi Front Store, Ezra
I, manager; J. C. Penny
lie Drain, manager; Mart i Red Front Store, Meljkk, manager, and H. A.
Co., Dorothy Goodwin,

s

lline Shoulders of the
|-H Club won the county
me in 1947 and Barbara
•ham and Joan Watson
be girls' team
dem-

Tigers To
jive Letters

fg Football Practice
sgin Monday At
• High
| Butler High School Tiad members will receive
»11 letters this school
loach Johnny
Hackett
dnesday.
nen are Don Morgan,
uess, Kenneth
Barrett,
aylor, Jerry PTtool, Roe, Curtis Pinnegar, WilflcCaslin and
W.
R.
football practice will
londay, M a r c h
22,
Tip' Downing announced.

IHugh Goodwin, Jr.
[Family Here J

395,|
Gulp
uit

H. A. Goodwin, Jr.,
IC, spent last week-end
jith his wife and daughuthy Leigh, and mother,
A. Goodwin, Sr., HopI i 11 e street. Lieutenant
recently returned from
months' cruise in the
ranean, aboard the USS
rnce. He has been dejfrom sea duty and rejto Great Lakes, HI., this
for assignment in the
States.

Operetta

N.

Robert Taylor, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rumsey B. Taylor, 704 Locust street, is the first winner
of the Walker Casey, J r . Memorial Award, given annually
by Mr. and Mrs. Walker* Casey,
of Nashville, Tenn., ln memory
of their son. Walker Casey, Jr.,
a member o ^ the 1947 graduating class at McCallie School
when he died April 18. 1947.
The
award,
a
handsome
watch, is
given on
young
Casey's birthday March 10, to
that student in McCallie School
who most nearly achieves the
high Christian standards •which
Walker's friends found evident
in his character.
Young Taylor, who has attended McCallie School 2 year*, is an
outstanding student leader. He
has been a member of t h e basketball and track teams and was
alternate captain of the football team. He is a member of
t b e Student Senate, vice-president of the Student Council,
and a platoon sergeant in the
battalion. He was tapped for
membership into Keo Kio, honorary leadership society at McCallie, last October.
Winner of the award is chosen by the student leaders, with
two-thirds of the vote, and by
the faculty of the school, with
one third.

More Caldwell Farmers
Apply For REA Service
Nearly all of approximately 50
persons meeting at the Creswell
school with officials of the Henderson Union Rural Electric Cooperative last week signed applications for electric service under
the federal REA program, County Agent R. A. Mabry said this
week.
C. F. Baker, electrical advisor,
and B. R. Gaines, right-of-way
inspector, told farmers construction may begin after July on

new rural electric lines in northern Caldwell county. Many applications for service had been
received by the cooperative at
a similar meeting at Farmersville the week previous.
Mr. Mabry said farmers were
enthusikstic about the extension
of rural lines. A meeting is planned Thursday night, Mar. 18, at
7:30 o'clock at the Flatrock
neighborhood school with farmers of that area.

Paul Morse New
VFW Commander

State Patrolman Shoots
Horse Struck i By' Truck
.
On Dawson Springs Road

Officers Installed By
Past President James
McCaslin Monday

A horse, ridden by Sam Shaw,
was struck Sunday night on the
Dawson Springs road near the
City limits by a truck driven by
Jewell Henry Bamett, State Patrolman Albert Hagan reported.
The horse, severely injured,
was al)ot by the officer. Approximately $1,000 damage wag
reported done to the truck,
owned by W. K. Beshears. Both
rider of the horse and truck
driver suffered bruises
and
abrasions.

v P a u l Morse was
installed
Monday night as commander of
the Princeton Veterans of Foreign Wars Ray-Crider-McNabb
Post 5595, succeeding
Sam
Steger.
Other new officers beginning
duties were Richard Ethridge,
senior vice commander, filling a
vacancy; Sam Steger, junior
vice commander, succeeding Dr.
W. Q. Rammage, Clausine Baker, advocate, reelected; Murray
Sells, qua'-termaster, succeeding
John O. McKinney; J. E. Neel,
adjutant, succeeding John Eison,
Jr., and Harold Hollowell, chap- 40,000 Miners Off Jobs
lain, reelected.
In Kentucky In
Officers to be appointed later
Pension Dispute
are sergeant major,^"sergeant at
(BY ASSOCIATED
PMIM)
arms, post historian and public
Four hundred thovsand seal
relations officer.
and meat workers a r e idle ln
Ffest president James McCaslabor disputes—the largest numlin conducted ceremonies of inber since passage of t h e Taftstalling new officers.
Hartley Labor Law.
A severe cut in meat and coal
J
V
supplies threatened t h e nation.
Extra Timber Profit
In Washington the Bureau of
Pays For Furnace
Mines said the country's coal bin
Mrs. Annie D. McElroy
is at a dangerously low level. It
sold some of her farm timsaid that as of Feb. 1 stocks of
ber last year and by careful
soft coal and lignite (a low
selection
and
marketing,
grade coal) were enough to last
made $600 more than had
but 29 days.
been offered previously. She
Full-scale use of Taft-Hartley
told Ralph Nelson, county aslaw remedies seemed likely in a
sistant in forestry, that she
strike of 100,000 CIO Packingfigures it was this $600
house Workers across the nation.
which paid for her new furIn soft coal fields about 300,Farm Bureau Meeting
nace, and that on cold win000 United Mine Workers left
ter days she thought how
Postponed Until Apr. 16
their jobs in a pension dispute.
wise it had been to find out
The regular quarterly CaldAbout 40,000 miners are off their
how much timber she had
well County Farm Bureau meetjobs in Kentucky, leaders rebefore selling.
ing, scheduled Friday, has been
ported.
postponed until April 16, Pres\
t
ident Edwin Lamb said TuesWoman's Council To
day. It was postponed so arrangements could be made for
Present Easter Pageant
Riley G. Arnold, of Alabama,
A Pageant, "Challenge of the
organization director of
the
Cross", will be presented by the
Southern Farm Bureau AssoFirst Christian Woman's Council
ciation, to be present as guest
at the annual Easter meeting,
Agricultural Engineerspeaker, Mr. Lamb said. •
Monday night a t 7:30 o'clock in
ing Authority To Speak the church sanctuary. Participating in the pageant are Anna
Here Wednesday
Fredonia Churches Plan
Lee Darnell, Martha J a n e StalA
discussion
of
contour
farmEaster Union Services
ing, terracing and mechanical l i n g , Sue Darnell, Norma Sue
A series of pre-Easter ser- means of controling water and Cartwright, J a n e Hogan, Peggy
vices will be conducted each erosion will be led by Earl Cash and Clara Cash. H i e pubnight next week at the First Welch, UK field agent in agri- lic is invited.
Presbyterian Church in Fredon- culture engineering, at
the
ia, it is announced by the pas- courthouse from 10 to 12 o'clock
Soldier's Body Returned
tor, the Rev. Donald Deane. The Wednesday morning.
combined choir, with members
Wednesday a f t e r n o o n Mr. To Salem From Au$tralia
from each church, are rehears- Welch will give a demonstration
The body of Darwin Young
ing each Sunday afternoon, pre- on a Caldwell county farm of Howard, son of Mr. and Mrs.
paring for Easter Union services the proper method of laying out Brown Howard, Salem,
who
to be held at the Cumberland contour and terrace lines.
died in 1943 while serving with
Presbyterian
Church.
Rev.
County Agent R. A. Mabry the US armed forces in AusDeane is directing the choir.
said a demonstration on plan- tralia, arrived by train at Frening a farm reservoir may be donia last week. The body was
Attending State Tourney
given. All farmers are invited taken by relatives to Salem.
Funeral services were conductMerle Drain, Grayson Hqjral- to hear Mr. Welch.
ed at Tyners Chapel and Interson, Louis Litchfield, Johnny
ment
was
in
the
church
Hackett and Carroll Wadlingcemetery.
ton left for Louisville Wednes- 17 Princeton Rotarians
day afternoon where they will At Inter-City Meeting
attend the State high school
Seventeen Princeton Rotarians
basketball tournament;
b e i n g attended an inter-city meeting Former Resident Hurt
played Thursday,, Friday and with Rotarians from Madison- As Car Overturns
Saturday at the Jefferson Coun- ville and Dawson Springs MonMrs. Elizabeth Kevil, Hopty Armory.
a former
resident
day night at Dawson Springs kinsville,
New Century Hotel. C. I. Henry, here, received minor cuts, bruisIteceives Discharge
district governor of the Kiwanis es and a sprained arm when her
- \ T - 4 Jack Granstaff, son of Mr. Club, was guest speaker A short car overturned on the road near
aVM Mrs. W. L. Granstaff has talk was given by J e r r y Ewing, the Christian County line Monbeen honorably discharged from publicity chairman of the dis- day afternoon. She was the
the army and has returned trict Rotary conference, to be only occupant of the car and
home. He served In Japan, and held in Henderson, March 28-30. was returning to Hopkinsville
after spending the day here.
for the last several months has
been stationed in San AnConsiderable damage was done
Marketing Agent To Give to the car.
tonio, Tex.

Virginia and "Mary
J Hodge, Audie Green and
[I.indle and Mrs. May
attended the operetta,
ptudent Prince", in Evlast Thursday' n i g h t
To H a v e Pastry Sale
The Youung Women's MisTonsillotomy ^ sionary Society of Ogden MethBilly McElroy under- odist Church will have a pastry
Itonsilectomy in Pbducah sale at the K. U. office SaturWnesday and her condi- day morning, March 20, it was
I reported satisfactory.
announced Tueaday.

Coal Meat Strikes
Threaten Nation

Water Control To
Be Demonstrated

Agricultural Outlook

A talk on the agricultural outlook for 1948 will be given count y farmeri by G. P. Summers,
UK field agent in marketing, at
the courthouse Wednesday night
at 7:30 o'clock. Agent R. A.
Mabry announced.

"V
Two Fined For Dumping
Rubbish By Highway
Clifton Gale and George
Fox, of Dawson Springs,
charged with dumping rubbish on the right-of-way of
U.S. Highway 62, inside the
Caldwell county line, were
fined $10 and costs, totaling
$19.50 each, Monday by
County Judge Clyde Wood.
"I am determined to break
up this practice if I possibly
can", Judge Wood said, "and
will certainly fine every
guilty offender brought before me."

Auditor Reports
$71,000 City Debt
L. D. Wilson Named
City Hall Attendant
And Meter Collector

At Monday night's Council
meeting, attended by the Mayor
and all Councilmen, L. D. Wilson was elected parking meter
collector and night attendant at
City Hall, replacing S. A. Beckner, who transferred to the
regular police force last week.
A City audit report, by Mrs.
Elizabeth Rogers was read and
ordered recorded. The audit
covered the City's records for
1947; including receipts and disbursement of all city funds. Receipts were $80,926.49 and balances in all funds at close of
year aggregated $18,863.58, not
including $7,000 invested in U.S.
securities, the report stated.
According to the audit, uncollected taxes at close of year
were $1,888.87 and unpaid water accounts totaled $488.39. Of
1947 receipts, $28,863.90 was income from the water plant. The
city's indebtedness was $71,000,
made up of $59,000 of refunded
water works bonds and $12,000
of funding bonds.

Clements To Follow
Stater Party's Advice

Mobile Tb. X-Ray
Unit To Be Here
Mar. 29 To Apr. 2

Trailer, Open To Public,
Will Be Near Courthouse; No Charge For
Examinations

X-rays will be made without
charge of anyone more than 15
years of age applying at a tuberculosis X-ray trailer unit of
the State Department of Health,
to be in Caldwell county from
March 29 to April 2, according
to the County Health Department.
Children exposed to known
cases of tuberculosis may be
X-rayed free regardless of age,
The unit will be open to the
public and will be located on
the north side of the courthouse in Princeton.
Donated to the State by the
Elks' lodges of Kentucky at a
cost of $15,000, the unit travels
to counties at the request of local health departments.
An attempt is being made to
X-ray every adult in the State
once a year. The State Department of Health points out that
if this could be done and proper isolation and treatment of
cases found be carried out, tuberculosis- would be practically
eliminated in Kentucky within
10 years.
X-rays will be made on motion picture size film by an automatic camera. If anything abnormal is noted, a full size chest
X-ray will be made for diagnosis use.
All reports will be handled in
confidence by the County Health
Department and the family doctor of the person examined will
be
notified of
abnormalities
found.
%
Only one minute is necessary
to make the X-ray and it is not
necessary to remove clothing.
X-rays will be made on a voluntary basis.

County GOP Will
Meet March 20

Frankfort^- A P — Governor
Earle C. Clements has announced his support of a presidential
aspirant will be guided by the
State
Democratic
convention,
which usually meets in May.
To Elect Precinct Leaders,
Clements has not attended
Name Delegates To
any of the sessions of the SouthState
Convention
ern Governors Conference and,
Caldwell county Republicans
as far as is known, has taken
no part in the opposition to are called to meet in mass convention at the courthouse here
the President's program.
Saturday afternoon, March 20,
at 1:30 o'clock, by authority of
Irish Music Features
the Republican County Com
Kiwanis Club Program
mittee, John Hughett, chairman.
St. Patrick's Day was observed
Purpose of the meeting is to
at Wednesday's meeting of the select county precinct commitKiwanis Club and
members teemen and committee women
praised the program of Irish for the ensuing 4 years and to
songs presented by Miss Betty name delegates to the district
Lindle, music instructor in the and State Republican convencity school, and her girls' sextet tions, Mr. Hughett said.
as "the best of the year." Rev. State Convention Set
T o to C o l l i n s '
»olo
"Mother April 20, At Louisville
Machree" was a delightful feaLouisville — A P — The Reture of the program. Girls com- publican State Central Commitprising the sextet are Lou Nell tee has voted to hold the party's
Russell, J a n e Hogan, Nancy Car- State convention in Louisville
din, Margaret Gresham, Dottie April 20.
Deen and Joyce Cole.
The committee set the county

$350 Collected In
Easter Campaign

Y-Teens To Sell Tags
For Kentucky Crippled
Children's Benefit

meetings for April 17 and the
district meetings for April 19,
County committees will select
d^egates to the district meetings, where delegates to the
State convention will be chosen.
The
State convention will
choose delegates to the national
convention in Philadelphia next
summer, where the Republican
candidate for President and vice
president will be selected.
The State convention also will
pick candidates for presidential
electors.
The committee was informed
that 1,982 delegates will attend
the State convention. The Ninth
Congressional District will have
the largest number of delegates, 391.
Mrs. Kenneth L. Tuggle, of
Barbourville, vice-chairman, presided at the committee meeting,
hairman W. A. Stanfill was reported ill in Florida and unable
to attend.

In the Easter Seal sale campaign for Kentucky
crippled
children, $350 has been donated
in Caldwell county, Dr. R. W.
Gordon, chairman,
announced
Tuesday.
County quota is $800. Dr. Gordon said. Y-Teen girls, under the
direction of Mrs. U. L. Walker,
will sell Easter tags in the business district Saturday, Mar. 27,
the day before Easter, when the
drive ends.
Mrs. Paul Cunningham is ln
charge of sales at Eastside
School. A tag, reading "I helped
a crippled child", is given to
each pupil selling or. buying
10 seals.
Chances of the county r e a c t - Former Fredonian
Attends Dairy Meeting
ing/ or exceeding its quota are Dies In Illinois
Word has been received of the
Hamil A. Travis, superintend- goid, Dr. Gordon said.
death of Mr. Fred Frazier, of
ent of the Princeton Cream and
Butter Co., attended the KenMr. Walter Rogers, Sarasota, Rosklare, 111. A former resident
tucky Dairy Products Conven- Fla., is visiting his daughter, of Fredonia, Mr. Frazier had
tion at the Brown Hotel last Mm J. Gordon Usariby, and been ill in a Chicago hospital
for several months.
family, S. Jefferson street.
Thursday and Friday.

Guest Speaker For
Baptist Association

Gives Figures To
Show Board Has
Used Money Well

Says New Building, More
Teachers, $28,000 Are
Among Pressing
Needs For 1948-49

Princeton citizens (need to become c o n c e r n e d immediately
about the school system and to
take prompt action toward solving the grave problems faced by
the Board of Education, Supt. L.
C. Taylor points out in a statement Issued f o r
publication
Tuesday.
Mr. Taylor calls attention to
badly crowded buildings, need
for a t least four elementary
teachers, at least $28,000 more to
Rev. A. L. Meaeham
meet minimum budgetary reThe Caldwell Baptist Asso- quirements, and other phases of
ciation Training Union will the Princeton School B o a r d ' s
meet with the First Baptist problems.
His statement in full follows:
Church, Princeton, Thursday,
' T h e City Board of Education
March 25, starting at 7:30
o'clock. Rev. A. L. Meaeham, has some grave problems to face
Dawson Springs, will be guest and wishes to bring them to the
speaker; his subject "Maximum attention of the public.
"In a recent study the board
Christianity."
found these facts in answer to
criticism directed at the administration of the public school
system by a member of the
State Legislature.
"In 1834-35, the per-capita the
Ctty District received from State
Two Hour Airplane
funds w a s
$15,997.60.
The
amount
received the present
Ride Prize Offered
school year, 1947-48, is $36,In Essay Competition
077.96 This represents an inA two hour airplane ride Is crease of $20,080.36, from 1934being offered by the Princeton 35 to 1947-48.
Army Recruiting Station as one
"In this same period teachers'
prize to students at Butler and salaries increased from $32,Fredonia High Schools partici- 303.75, in 1934-35, to $68,875.90,
pating In an essay contest, on in 1947-48, a rise of $36J572JB.
the subject "A Strong America
"The local property tax was
Is a Peaceful America", to be $19,018.09 in the depression year
held in observance of Army 1934-35, ai^d for this year it
Day, April 6, S-Sgt. Bert Lieber, appears revenue from this source
recruiter, said Tuesday.
will amount to approximately
Other prizes will be donated $36,000, an increase from 1934in Princeton by Morgan's Fur- 35 to 1947-48 of $16,981.91.
"From the foregoing it can be
niture Store, McCaslin
Shoe
Store
and
the
D e n h a m readily seen that practically all
Jewelry Store, and at Fredonia increases in per-capita and progone
into
by Young's Hardware, Hower- perty tax have
ton's Dry Goods and the Mid- teachers' salaries.
"Other s c h o o l expenditures
west Creamery. Congests at the
two schools will be seperate, have increased in proportionate
amounts. The result has been
Sgt. Lieber said.
Recruiting sergeants at Prince that the Board of Education has
ton are reported to be planning had to let buildings go Onsurprise rewards for first prize painted, inferior lighting facilities have been tolerated and
winners.
Mayor W. L. Cash proclaim- equipment has not been replaced Tuesday, April 6, as Army ed for instruction and physical
Day, in accordance with a pro- operation of the schools. Neithclamation by President Truman, er has the board had funds to
and urged residents of Prince- kefep the teachers' salaries in
with
advancing
ton to "make use of this day equilibrium
to pay tribute to those gallant prices, hence several of our
indicated
men and women, who as mem- good teachers have
bers of our Armed Eprces, gave they will be forced to leave the
so much to insure * e continu- system due to inadequate pay.
ed happiness of our nation."
"The board finds in making a
preliminary study of its budget needs for the school year
1948-49, that anticipated expenditures must be in excess of
$128,000, yet anticipated income
cannot be expected to exceed
$100,000.
Speaker To Discuss
"In other words, the board
Junior Scouting At
finds it needs more than $28,000, to meet minimum needs for
PTA Meeting
the ensuing school year, above
Reorganization of a Qub Scout
its anticipated income.
Pack in Princeton will be dis"Our schools face a serious
cussed by James J. Harris, of
overMadisonville, field executive of crisis, with buildings
crowded
and
at
least
four
more
the Three Rivers District, Boy
Scouts of America, at a Parent elementary teachers needed the
Teacher Association meeting at coming year.
"A new elementary building
afternoon, Mar. 18, at 3 o'clock.
Mr. Harris will speak at the is very badly needed now and
invitation of Mrs. Don Boitnott, the need will become more acute
each year.
PTA president.
"It appears some grades in the
At the conclusion of his talk,
elementary
field may be requirplans will be made for a series
of three organizational night ed to have half-day sessions
meetings here, to be attended next fall, as present buildings
by interested parents and boys are so over-crowded.
"The public needs to become
of Cub Scout age, 9 to 12 years
concerned about the school sysold, Mr. Harris said.
tem and act in a positive manner
to help correct the serious
Red Rockets Defeated
situation."

!v

High Schools Hold
Army Day Contest

«
j»

Reorganization Of
Cub Pack Planned

In VFW Cage Tourney

Princeton Red Rocket cagers
were defeated, 90" to 58, by the
St. Matthews post team in the
State-wide VFW basketball tournament at the Jefferson Arnftry
in Louisville last week, it was
reported. The tourney was won
by Prestonburg.

^rationing In Florida

jT)r. and Mrs. B. K. Amos,
Princeton, left last week for a
vacation trip through southern
Florida. They are expected to
return home March N 29.

F

T '!•'!

41

15 Trees Boy Scouts
Planted All Living
Fifteen Chinese Chestnut
seedlings, planted last year
at the Experiment Substation by 15 Boy Scout members of Princeton troops 39
and 42 in observance of Arbor Day, Mar. 21, are still
living and growing at t h e
end of one year, County Forester
Ralph Nelson said
this week.
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Democrats Must Have Unity And
Enthusiasm To Win Senate Race
•

This year, as never before in our life- pective communities have announced
time, Kentucky Democrats must be care- they are candidates for the Senate seat
now held by the personable, popular and,
ful about their nominees for Congress.
To doubt that the party's cause is in to many persons, highly satisfactory
sad case is to blink the truth, which is Senator John Sherman Cooper. Neither
so plain it hurts loyal adherents to the of these gentlemen, in our opinion, can
old and honored tenets of Jefferson, emerge the winner over young Senator
Jackson and Woodrow Wilson.
As matters stand now, Mr. Truman's Cooper in the event Truman is the head
candidacy, if persisted in, means a Re- of the national ticket and goes down to a
publican president without the slightest crushing defeat, as flow seenjs all but
doubt, for the split among elements of certain.
the Democratic party is the worst in all
We are not trying to start anything
its history, as both the Right wing and here . . . but feel very strongly that the
the Left appear about to fall off.
right man has riot entered the DemocraWe are seriously concerned h e r e in tic senatorial field as yet . . . if the parKentucky because, despite the large ma- ty is to have the best chance of winning
jority by which Gov. Earle C. Clements back this seat at the election in November.
w^s swept into office with the entire
It is our opinion that Thomas R. Unslate running with him last year, there derwood, of Lexington, or Keen Johnson,
i3 no such party unity and enthusiasm of Richmond and Louisville, should be
now for any candidate for the Senate as prevailed upon to make whatever sacrithe Governor produced last autumn.
fices necessary to carry the Democratic
Governor Clements' campaign had sup- banner In the United States Senate race
urb leadership and the benefits of ex- this summer, and soon, so as to effect
ceptional cooperation of all factions of solidarity of strength early, bringing all
the party, after the primary election.
Democrats into the fold and giving strong
Two Democrats who have repeatedly hope for victory, even tho Truman should
won support of the voters in their res- lose the State.
•

Town Meetings Would Help Here
Old-fashioned town meetings, at which
citizens get together and discuss what
is wrong with their places of abode and
make plans to do the needful, for decency, self respect and progress, are coming back into vogue with a new look and
some modern designs.
Without doubt, a few such gatherings
in Princeton would prove helpful.
It is well known that most of us human beings reduce our worries through
; intelligent discussion with friends, neigh'bors, loved ones and the p r e a c h e r . In
fact, we sometimes think there is an ovj erwhelming tendency upon the part of
• many folk to shift their troubles by talk'l ing about them to all and sundry who
4 will listen.
In the case of towns which are in the

WORLD WAR II CEMETERY
PLANS OUTLINED
By Jane Eades 1
Washington — The American
end I noticed that Joe Richardson's inimitable column is miss- Battle Monuments Commission
ing from the front page ot the Is asking Congress for $3,000,Glasgow Times.
Investigation 000 for the establishment of 10
yielded Information that Joe li permanent World"War II cemsick and has been confined to eteries in the European theater,,
his home sofne three weeks. three in the Mediterranean and
That Woman who "Speaks" in one in the Pacific theater.
another column in the Times, reIt plans a memorial chapel in
ports Joe is getting better and is each cemetery, service buildings,
light cantankerous . . . a very head stones, roads, paths, walls,
good sign. Nobody writes like laws, and other items.
Brer Joe, more power and a
Brig. Gen. Thomas North, secspeedy return
* to* health
* to him.
retary of the commission, reported in recent congressional
Mrs. F. Scott Fitzgerald, who budget hearings that architects
died in a hospital fire at Ash- already are drawing up plans for
vllle, N. C., last weekend, was the cemeteries. He estimates cona cousin of Mrs. Grace . M. struction will take from three
Brown and Mrs. Lily M. Camp- to four years, starting about the
bell. The widow of the writer middle of 1949, providing the apof a noted novel and many short propriation Is granted.
shories of the "flapper" era was
In the meantime, the remains
the former Zelda Sayre, whose
mother was Minnie Machen, of the dead who are to remain
permanently overseas are in
born and reared
county. temporary cemeteries maintain*
* in Lyon
*
ed by the Army.
Letters to the editor are welGeneral North says the percome in The Leader office, any manent cemeteries are to be
time. Letters, if signed, will be constructed at:
printed as space permits and if
Cambridge, England; Margratheir language is not too "pain- ten, near Maastricht. Holland;
ful and frequent and free" (as Henri-Chappelle, n e a r
Liege,
was that of Bill Nye . . . or was Belgium;
Neuville-en-Condroz,.
it Truthful James?)
also near Liege; Hamm, near
*
*
*
Luxemburg City, where Gen.
"TKe Universal Training bill M P a t t o n is buried . . .
has no chance of passage at this * In France at St. Laurent;
session of Congress, or anytime "Omaha" Beach; St. James,
soon . . . because
t o o ' many south of Avranches; St. Avoid,
mothers think if we don't have east of Metz; Epinel; Vosges, and
an army, we can't have a w a r " , Draguignan, east of Cannes . . .
an experienced military man
Also at Florence and Anzio,
told me. The old ostrich-with- Italy, at Tunis, North Africa,
head-in-the-sand
folly; which and in the Philippines at Manila.
can cost us very dearly if inThe commission is responsible
dulged too long.
only for the construction and
*
•
*
maintenance of cemeteries in
Definitions: Homer E. Mcforeign countries, but General
Gee, president, Green Bay it
North pointed out that others on
Western Line, has published a American erritory are being
tiny book "entitled "So Right Is contemplated—in Puerto Rico,
My Country." The text probably Hawaii, Alaska and Guam.
breaks all records for brevity.
Cemeteries in the remote PaIn Its entirety, here it is: "De- cific islands, he says, have been
mocracy m^kes a fairly equita- vacated or are being vacated.
ble distribution of the goods
"We feel", he says, "that there
and wealth that it creates. are places in the world that are
Communism makes an unequal going down in history with Getdistribution of the poverty and tysburg and Antietam, such as
misery that it creates."
Tarawa, Iwo Jima and Okinawa.

Jimmle Dugan, for whom
many Princetonlans have a very
warm spot in their hearts, has
been visiting the Alton Templetoni here and getting some
advice from Doc Barnea on
what to do about low blood
pressure. Jimmie is a mighty
useful citizen of i Ashland these
days, preaching at v a r i o u s
churohes on demand and being
a friend to mankind,, just as he
was here. The world is richer
for this gentle man, who truly
ministers to spirtual needs.
*

*

*

Frank Gordon says this winter was like the kind we had
when he was a boy. He says
many families had ice-houses
and qut Ice off ponds for storage, to be used all summer.
Frank remembers when there
was ice skating many mornings before school (as does
Pennyriler) and agrees the milder winters of recent years are
much more enjoyable for adults.
*
*
*
Kelly Thompson, assistant to
the president of Western State
Teachers College and prominent Kiwanian, and Dr. C. H.
Jaggers, principal of Western's
Training School and father of N
our Dr. C. H. Jaggers, have
been invited to deliver commencement addresses for Central City and Hughes-Kirk high
schools. Both have spoken here
and each has many admirers
in Princeton.

•

*

*

Merle Drain spent several
days at Owensboro last week,
attending a meeting of store
managers . . . a n d
says the
Daviess county seat Is quite a
town.

doldrums, usually because of complacency
with the out-moded status quo and since
*
*
»
everybody's business is nobody's busi"The City water stinks. It
ness, town meetings have proven most makes me feel like vomiting.
effective in bringing general recognition When is our City Council going
to get us a water filtering
of conditions and paving the way for plant?", Letter to the editor of
the Lancaster Central Record.
needed action.
The outlook for civic improvement here Amen Brother!
*
*
*
became appreciably brighter recently
Marshall Eldred, himself a
when four of t the community's most in- twin, got headlines in the Louisfluential organizations began a move- ville papers last week for dement looking toward correction of long fending A youthful culprit, twin
boy in a large family, and getneglect.
Of necessity, the program moves slow- ting the lad paroled. Marshall
told the federal court that twins
ly, at first; but it should gain impetus are frequently in trouble and
and speed within the next few months.
ought to get some breaks. The
To help this along, why not a town Court agreed, in the case of the
soldier's son who had gone
meeting now?

P r o f i t . . . And Loss System
Many persons believe that all business
makes money; but this is a fallacy.
We have in this country an economic
heme generally called the profit sys;m; but this is a misnomer. What we
lave is a profit and loss system and the
latter always casts shadows over the for:r, even in such times as these.
Businessmen, especially we believe
hose operating small businesses, are apt
.> be wearing themselves and their physical properties out in the hectic condiion of today's affairs, without showing
:ny real profit, and we are persuaded,
1
sjiere are some businesses actually operat^ *t Joss these days which their proietors believe to be making them profits.
Of 142 major automobile companies in
e years 1905 to 1946, only 16 are in
twJay ; and about 75 percetn of

all perspns who started new businesses
during the last four generations, failed
within the first 5 years. These did not go
broke becauSe they were dishonest or
lacked business experience, but because
others understood better the businesses
they were in, were more diligent, industrious and thorough . . . and hence,
were able to give the public better, more
economical products.
The law of diminishing returns is about
to catch up with some of the businesses
that have flourished during the war boom
and, if we have really entered the leveling-off period you hear and read so much
about, it is high time to count costs of
operation and re-assess overhead, to learn
whether yours is a business for profit
. . . or for loss.

; en tuck}T On The March
"The agent spent 147% days in the
county, 137 V< days in the office. He made
536 farm visits, conducted J39 meetings
which were attended by 6,150 people and
traveled 9,162 miles in the performance
of his duties. There have been distributed
realized
d
y through his office 35,645 bulletins and
in
circulars. One hundred-twenty circular
years—the
H "
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If you need extra cosh for seed, fertiliser, machine Mre, equipment 01 repair,, live ttodi or other things to lay
the ground work for a bumper crop, and
a bumper Income, this year . . . phone
Of come In and t*» • Men#y cash loan.
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A friendly loan
Will Help you raise
The kind of crop
That really payt

Washington
Letter

•
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I have been so full of troubles
myself, it was only last week-

Literary
Guidepost

EASTER

By W. G. Rogers
THE THOUGHT AND CHARACTER OF WILLIAM JAMES,
by Ralph Barton Perry (Harvard; $6)
Originally a two-volume study, and winner of the pulitzer
prize when it was published in
1935, this is a condensation, in
400 pages, with enough of the
man to make it interesting and
enough of the philosopher to
make it worthwhile. It is not a
popularization . . 4 that
couldn't happen to a James . . . but
it would help to satisfy the current popular interest in the
family. And it may be that, as
two volumes were the measure
of the importance of pragmatism 13 years ago, one volume is
easily adequate today.
THE DIVINE COMEDY, by
Dante Alighieri, translated by
Lawrence Grant White (Pantheor, $8.50 by subscription)
Handsomely bound and boxed,
and illustrated with 70 Gustave
Dore reproductions, this Is a
new translation of one of the
masterpieces of European literature.
White has spent many years
turning thjs Into Engl : sh blank
verse, ana it was time well
spent. His achievement is vastly superior
to Longfellow's,
though it falls short of the quality which we expect in Immortal poetry. His reward should
be more than Inferno or Purgatorio, but perhaps not quite
Paradise.
WILD FLOWER GUIDE, by
Edgar T. Wherry (Doubleday; $3)
This pocket guide with its
delicately drawn and exact illustrations by Tabea Hofmann
merits a place on the nature
lover's
bookshelf beside the
bird guides that have become
widely popular in recent years.
Similar in format to the bird
guides, it contains more than
400 color and black and white
drawings of the native and Imported wild flowers of northeastern and midland
United
States. The text is systematized
to provide a maximum of information about each plant in
small space. Altogether attractive as well as useful. —MJW

SEALS

Wt

Easter time Is the time of new life and hope. This year
Easter Seals are the symbol of hope and promise for Kentucky's crippled boys and girls. Seals are the appeal of
the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children, which asks
your help to enable the crippled child to walk, to grow,
to go to school and gain sound strength for a useful and
happy life.

- Easter Seals are the bright symbol of new life and hope for
the handicapped child. They are the colorful badge of your
' sharing your Easter happiness. Your gifts help provide
treatment, hospitalization, surgery, braces and other aids
to restore the State's indigent and helpless crippled youngsters. They send him out to healthy growth and a new,
normal living.

Kentucky's Crippled Children Need Y O U R Help In 1 9 4 8 !
The Kentucky Society For Crippled Children is a
state-wide agency which cooperates with and ties
together the work of other agencies in this field.
Funds raised in the Easter Seals campaign supplement State appropriations to the Kentucky Crippled
Children Commission and help provide services for
all types of crippled children from every part of
the state.

Many crippled boys and girls will be started on
Srn.I^
. 8 C l f " 5 u 5 p o r t a n d hfl ppy adjustment
Uirough an expended program of work with the
. D ® p a r t n i e 5 t o f Education. Physically handicapped
boys and girls who cannot Uke advantage
r f a l V ^ U O nnat,U , t r ami on ri en « r e c e i v e supplemental fSianhiiL h,J
.v
erf""""™ is obtained. This
helps bridge the gap between public schoc
hool and
state vocational training.

Your purchase of Easter Seals will help maintain
the Curative Workshop, opened in Louisville last
August, where physical therapy and occupational
therapy treatments are given children and adults
suffering from bone, joint, and neuro-muscular
disabilities. Services are for handicapped persons
from all sections of the state. Patients are admitted only upon doctor's prescriptions.
$400,000 has been raised during the past three
years for a convalescent home near Lexington.
This home is a vital need in the State program for
crippled children. Construction which has been
delayed by high cost of labor and materials Is expected to begin this spring. Additional funds in
the amount of $100,000 are needed to equip and
furnish the institution. Your contribution is urgently needed!

*ld
the Kenl d r e n Commission, Including
over-age cases and assistance with
^ S 1 " 1 »? r v , C M ^ r cerebral palsy cases,
or spastica". This will be another year of attack
on this distressing .miction. All phases of ^ k
cietv When""™^
' " P aar ne t e d by the ^ Society burnishes aid.
insufficient, the
h^r,'7f.i c ai rPeP ,fodr

6.

cw

™ree ff ^ l e cJr^ n nlie2d i r r ^ L p r o « r « r n o f treatment and
°r. 'PP
children will be continued and

Send your check or money order for Easter Seals to

' KENTUCKY SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN
840 South Third Street—Louisville, Ky.
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Princeton Cream & Butter CoB. T. DAUM, P r o p ,
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
If you have not already obtained a supply of bluettone and
hydrated lime for treating tobaccq
plant beds far angular l«vut spot
and wildfira control this should
be dona soon. To prepare a mixture for treatment use 3 pounds
of bluestone and 4 pounds of
hydrated lime in 50 gal. of water.
Apply the first treatment when
the first true leaf is forming and
the second treatment about ten
days later using about one quart
©t the mixture to the square yard
of bed each time, applied by
sprinkling through the canvas.
A supply of fermate or diathane dust should be on hand also
for bluemold control. Prevent
these diseases, don't wait until
they get a aitart
• before
• • treating.

A Mabry

Regulations requiring car owners to have
CITY AUTOMOBILE LICENSES will be enforcedl
Those who have purchased City tags, please put them
on automobiles — or summonses will be issued.
Those who have «ot purchased City licenses, please do
so at once.
ROY ROSSER '
Chief of Police
Princeton, Ky.

Mr. Lee Mashburn of the Otter
Pond neighborhood reports a
very good lamb crop to date. His
19 ewes have had 33 lambs, and
he has saved 32 of them.

STUDENT VETERANS PROTEST MACARTHUR —
John Carr (right), a veteran of Pacific action and a stuNEW YORK—UP)—The death
dent
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology speaks to
rate in the United States was
reduced more sharply for men students at a rally in Boston, Mass., organized by a newthan for women between 1946 ly-formed group, Veterans Against MacArthur, in oppoand 1947.
sition to the General's nomination for the presidency. The
rally was held in front of one of the buildings of Boston
University, where the group claims active members, as
well as at Harvard. (AP Wirephoto)

* Honor H by visiting
your nearest Army post
or Arm»7y on April 6

the new rate can be made.

190-A. Tract — 5 mi. S. of Princeton, near
ter Pond; 1, 5-room dwelling and one tenant

Courthouse

celling; large barn, plenty water, electricity,

Princeton, Ky

lestone soil.

$11,500
BOX OFFICE
117 West Main S t , Princeton

ADMISSION

OPEN DAILY

ADULTS ...

at 1:00 P.M.

CHILDREN

LAST S H O W I N G FRIDAY
Remington R a n d

Broadway's Howl Hit About a V-Ma:! Female
k
and Her Mail-Order Romeo!

luxe Model 5 Portables

[ [ Touch Method Typing
iLL
Instruction Book

SAT., MAR. 20 - OPEN 10 A. M

Joan CAULFIELD
.William H0LDEN

J
"

Remington De Luxe Model 5 . . .
t for long service . . . turns out
erf results. See it today.

Admission

) ITS
ACTIONPLUS!
From 10:00 A.M.
Until 12 Noop

ORNETTE'S IXC
HOPKINSVILLE, KY,

EARLY BIRD
BARGAIN SHOWS

Added'TRAVEL

702 SOUTH MAIN

COME®*

Added Units!
MERRIE MELODY COMIC
Chapter Nine
"Son Of The Guardsman"

Mono F R E E M A N
Edward A R N O L D

SUNDAY & MONDAY, MARCH 21-22

He built an empire for the daughter he loved . .
She tossed it away for the man she worshipped!

WHERE A MAN WITHOUT A C O N S C I E N C E
RAN A STATE WITHOUT LAWS
—Starring—
WILLIAM ELLIOTT - VERA RALSTON
J O H N CARROLL - G E O . "GABBY" HAYES
ALBERT DEKKER - VIRGINIA GREY
IMPORTANT EVENTS IN THE NEWS REELS!
COMMUNISTS TAKE OVER CZECHOSLOVAKIA
PALESTINE AND THE UNITED NATIONS
GENERAL "IKE" DONS CIVILIAN CLOTHES
I PRESIDENT TRUMAN IN THE CARIBBEAN

exeitimy mew
styles from oar
Easier array-by

THURS. & FRI., MAR. 25-26
WONDER S H O W O F TODAY . . . ABOUT
THE SCREEN'S FIRST WONDER STAR
The fabulous story of Pearl White . . . the screen's first Serial
Queen . . . who took her greatest risk for the man she loved!

Color is the Spring fashion newt I Glamourous platform'd
anklets in pink, blue, yellow, violet and white kidskin,

V

fjch black suede; other glamour styles in spqrkling black
patent sandals or marcasWe-studded black suede

GlENN MIllER AND HIS ORCHESTRA

#V

platformed slings. Here is gala footwear to bring Spring

Kjk
f

loveliness to your Easter outfits, f
*/*4
A s

SEEN

IN

VOGUE

AND

HARPER'S

BAZAAR

COOPLB
1 f»ZZV,

'

?/
mBi

IN TECHNICOLOR!
Dcrffy Danger!
Riotous Romar.c»l
BETTY H U T T O N
JOHN LUND

II P&"* OF
BILLY DE WOLFE '

Rural Leaders To
Meet At U. Of K.

Fredonia News .

Thursday, March 18 J

\

THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

'age Four

•Ky and the Kentucky Rural 'Checkoff System
Church Fellowship a r e cooperating in arranging the program.

Whitney h e admitted
t h r e e worthies, checks
O n e was for his p r t ,
blood test, one to th,]
j u d g e who performed
riage ceremony, and »
a service station for h j
gasoline.

Fails Honeymooner

, PIERRE, 8. E.—VP)—W w « St.
Valentine's
d a y and t h e defendMrs. A. J .
Eldridge
and Mrs. Roy Ashby, is seriously HI j
In Roman times, bodies placed
ant
let
his
h
e a r t r u n a w a y with
daughter, Carrie, and Miss Mary at the home of her daughter,
"The Christian Community in on the funeral pyre were wrappa
checkbook—not
his pocketbook.
Ellen Boaz were visitors in Cen- Mrs. Raymond Phelps, and Mr.
Action" will be the t h e m e of the ed In asbestos cloth to preserve
Before
Circuit
J u d g e O. K.
the
ashea.
tral City and Greenville Friday. Phelps in the Crider vicinity.
11th annual Rural Leadership InMiss Jackie Hunsaker, PrinceMrs. Coy Moore spent last
stitute at the University of K e n Tuesday and Wednesday with ton, spent the week-end with
tucky April 6-1.
her brother, Marchall Rushing, her grandmother, Mrs. Florence
Attending will be ministers,
civic leaders, laymen, r u r a l womand Mrs. Rushing, in EvansvUle flarr, and a^int, Miss Dorothy |
en, r u r a l teachers and m e m b e r s
Mrs.
Ora M a y
Deberry, Parr.
Mrs. Robert Williams Is a paGreenville, spent several days
of faculties of colleges and semas guest qf Mrs. A. J . Eldridge tient in the Jennie Stuart Hosinaries. Miss Marie Marvel of
pital, Hopkinsville, having suband Mr. Eldridge.
Berea College will direct th^ felMr. and Mrs. J o h n Querter- mitted to a m a j o r operation
lowship program.
Her
mous, Marion, were guests of there Monday morning.
Speakers will i n c l u d e Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young Fri- mother, Mrs. Annie Dean McJ a m e s D. Wyker, president of the
Elroy, and Mr. Williams were
day evening.
Ohio Council of Christian WomMr. W. M. Young made a bus- at her bedside.
en,
Huntsville, Ohio; Dr. Elliott
Mrs. Henry Phelps has been
iness trip to Indianapolis, Ind.,
L.
Fisher,
superintendent of the
• Recleaned
quite
ill
at
her
home
h
e
r
e
with
Monday.
department of t o w n and country
Mrs. Reed Brown, Miss Doris a throat infection.
• Tested
church, Methodist church, New
Mrs. J o h n Hughes left SunBrown and Miss Margaret Low
York;
Dr.
O.
F.
Hall,
Transylery were in Hopkinsville Satur- day for h e r home in Gary, Ind.,
G O O D SEED
vania University, L e x i n g t o n ;
after spending last week here I •
day afternoon.
J
a
m
e
s
W.
Armstrong,
director
of
T
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson, with Misses Carrie and Debbie
MAKE
BU—ALK jJ
community organization,
ComPaducah, were weekend guests Butts.
BARBARA ANN GETS BIG BOUQUET — Barbara Ann mittee for Kentucky, Louisville,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy N i c h o l s
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
GOOD
Were in Princeton ovep the Scott, Olympic figure skating champion, receives a bunch and Glyn Morris, principal of
C. T. Henson.
CROPS
of roses from Prime Minister W. L. Mackenzie King as Evarts school, Evarts, Ky.
Mr. W. M. Young spent Sun- Week-end.
^
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hampton
Carner
day as guest of his son, Cadet
Kentucky ministers to t a k e an
Canada's capital (Ottawa, Ont.,) turns out to welcome
Billy Sam Young, who is a stu- and sons, Phillip and John H.,
her home. Barbara Ann rode in an open car through the active part include Rev. Raymond
dent at Columbia Military Aca- Morganfield, were Sunday dincity, whose streets were lined with thousands of persons Schondelmeyer, Marion; Rev.
ner gupsts of Mr. and Mrs. Ardemy, Columbia, Tenn.
L. Anderson, Pikeville;
* Alfalfa * Timothy * Brome Grass * Red Top
* Alsike
* Kore
including school children given half a holiday for the Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher lie Vinson.
Rev. Fred H. DeJong,
Gray
occasion. (AP Wirephoeo)
and son, Dennis, were Sunday
Mr. Matt Freeman, Sr., is very
Hawk, and Rev. George C. Frey,
* Kobe
* Red Clover
* Rape * Sweet Clover * Fescue * Or^
afternoon guests of his Mother, ill at his home here.
O wings ville.
town
Saturday.
Mrs.
Jennie
Brasher,
near
Mrs. C. Y. Williams, Russellard Grass * Blue Grass * Ladino Clover * Rye Grass
The College of Agriculture and
Mrs.
Ira Darnell
was
in
Frances.
ville, is the guest of Mrs. BeuHome Economics of the UniverPrinceton
Saturday
on
business.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Quer- lah Howerton and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J . O. Beshears
Mr. Kenneth W. Darnell is
termous spent the
week-end W. M. Young.
gave a birthday supper for Mr. spending several days with his
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. F r a n k Leeper,
BROADBENT'S — MEACHAM'S — FUNK'S
parents, while on a furlough.
Raymond
Moore,
in
Grove of Madisonville, and Mr. and Herman Cox Saturday night.
Mrs. Josie Walker visited her
Mrs. Anna
Rollins
visited
Center.
Mrs. Claude Montgomery LeepHYBRID SEED CORN
daughter last Sunday.
Mrs. Nannie Wright, mother of er, Ft. Wayne, Ind., w e r e dinner Mrs. Ada L a m b Sunday.
Mrs. Mettie Morrie spent the
week-end with Mrs. Pearl Veal. Rare Coins Converge
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Pool On Parking Meters
Let Us Show You
were in Dawson Saturday night.
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.—
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Franklin
The
UP)—Coins of m a n y nations reach
and Mrs. Hester Powell were
the desk of City Treasurer A. N.
r r
in Dawson Sunday morning on
Service Guaranteed
Wyman, though they're of no
business.
In Hopkinsville Ifs
help
in
meeting
the
payroll.
Mr. W. H. Franklin and f a m
Parking
meters
here
have
disily spent Sunday in Mexico.
PRINCETON
Mr. and Mrs. J o h n Vanhooser gorged coins f r o m Canada, Peru,
Argentina,
Nicaragua,
Guate
were in Princeton Saturday.
LUMBER C O .
Mr. and Mrs. Flint Trotter mala, Ecuador, Palestine, Nor(INCORPORATED)
S. Seminary S t
called on Mr. and Mrs. T. P. way, Switzerland, Austria, Garmany, China, J a p a n , the PhilipAll Steel Construction
P b o n e 269
Ball Sunday.
Mr. Tommie J a m e s was in pines, Ceylon, Netherlands East
Four Cycle 1 V2 H. P. Engine
Indies and T u r k e y .
guests of Miss Ada Leeper, and
Mrs. Alice Leeper, Thursday.
20-Inch Cut
The Ladies Aid of the Cumberland Presbyterian church will
Self Propelling
meet with Mrs. Russell Melton
Thursday n i g h t f o r t h e i r reguChain Drive
lar ptogram.
Built-in Sharpener
Mr. Marc Blackburn was in
Evansville on business Monday.
. Miss Betty York and Buddy
Everything you've ever wanted in a
York entertained m e m b e r s of
the Westminster Fellowship of
Power Mower
the F i r s t P r e s b y t e r i a n church
Sunday night at their home,
For Sale By
following the church program.
Present w e r e Miss J a n e Belt,
Miss M a r y Louise
Canada,
Thelma
Canada,
Dick
Rice,
Phone S21
J a m e s Canada, Betty and Buddy
York.
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EE SMART...SAVE AT PEIEV'S

Eldred Hdwe. Co.

MARK

NE1

II

Attention

Tractor Owners!
Pi

m

Get y o n r Tractor in s h a p e n o w for
spring service

•ratio*

Onr s h o p is e q u i p p e d t o e n a b l e n s
to g i v e onr c u s t o m e r s t h e hest 9 at
the least c o s t
BRING YOUR TRACTOR TO US
TODAY FOR A COMPLETE
CLEANING AND PAINT-JOB
*

W E CAN ALSO R E P A I R P A R T S

All Work Fully
Guaranteed!
e

Mitchell Implement Co.
E Market St.

Phone 242

Easter Colon and Stylet!

NEW S U I T S

24.75
Fine wool covert or 60% r a y .
0 0 , 4 0 % wool gabardine raits
jm slim or whirl-skirt rstjkt,
Pastels, darks. 10-20.

The Long and The Short of Fashion!

EASTER GOATS
The two outstanding Spring ©oat
styles, expertly tailored in, fine"
woolens — at Penney's low pries*.
Wool oovert "boy" costs . . . . s o f t
wool suede short .coat*! Pastel,

tegh^or'da^

Tcotori..

JmuorC1,

22.75

to $49.75

Easter

Pastel

or

Print!

D R E S S E S

10.90
H s « \ * n 1 y p a s t e l s , lively
p r i n t s . o n dark or bleak
ground*. Ihi—lihJIj
sod d e u i k d 10*0.

•Jwt.

•-

MorchJLl^i.
aSoline

THB PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

White

S a v i n g

House

Another

M o t o r i s t s

y

gander

K

H

George
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KENTUCKY
WASHINGTON —(/P)— There
are about three widows for
every widower in the United
States.
WASHINGTON —(*»)— Nearly a million people a year visit
the Washington Monument.

Just

Reservation

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

Oreomulslon relieves prom:
i It goes right to the
le to help
loosen ana
MP lot
•
arm laden phlegm, and aid nature
soothe
and
heal!
raw,
tendor,
lntlon was completed.
ed broiiiichial mucous m e m '
flamed
The town has been without a brants. Tell your druK«lM to sell you
bottle of Creomulslon wltli the unbank for 17 years, It was point- aderstanding
you must like the way It
ed out, and this is expected to
_ allays the cough ot you are
have your money back.
be the first project of the group.
Robert J. Hocker, Jr., was
named chairman of the group
was for Coughs, Chest Colds, B ronchitia
and Mrs. Ronald Harwood
Everybody reads the Leader
elected secretary.

By Jane Eads
Washington — The President
of the United States lives on a
reservation.
A pickle company has made
In recent congressional bud- arrangements in Whitley county
get hearings A. E. Demaray, as- to buy cucumbers this year, highsociate director of the National est price paid being $4.50 a hundPark, Service, explained that the redweight.
White House was Reservation
To date, approximately 92 4-H
Number One of the National club members in Christian county
Capital Parks.
Appropriations have bought 152 beef calves to
for the Executive and grounds
feed out.
are administered by his office.
Several more silos will be built
(This udoes
not
include
expenses
, T* " t s " o l r
\ V Z in Daviess county this year, farmof the President S executive of-, ^ ^
^
^
£
^
^
fices.)
commending them highly.
National Capital Parks did
Three Magoffin county 4-H'eri,
not have this function until the
Paul
Anderson and Cledith and
Reorganization
Act of
1933,
however. It was done formerfy Edith Rowe, each produced more STEWARDESS LOST — Sue
through a representative of the than 100 bushels of corn an acre. Young (above), 26, of FayetThe Farmers 4-H Club of Row- teville, N. C., was the stewWar Department.
an county was awarded a $10 ardess of the crashed Delta
•
•
•
The President is asking Con- prize by the Kentucky Utilities Airlines DC-4, which burned
gress for $230,700 for W h i t e Company wor winning the title at» Chicago with a loss of life
of 12 of 13 aboard. (AP WireHfluse salaries and operating ex- of the best club in the county.
Campbell county farmers have photo)
penses for the fiscal year beginning July 1. This is fn compari- obtained 65 copies of the Kenson with the $202,250 allotted for tucky Farm Account Book."
the present fiscal year.
Twenty-two dairymen in OldMr. Demaray explained that ham county are members of the
the increase asked for 1949 is dairy herd improvement associaArlington — Citizens of Ardue to higher costs of living, tion.
lington have starte'd a movenecessitating an upping of salThe total value of the Burley ment to try to bring new inaries and wages and an increas- crop in Ballard county is estimat- dustries here.
ed cost of operating supplies.
ed at about a million dollars.
A large crowd attended a civic
"But it remained practically
H. C. Sutton of Knox county, mass meeting here
Tuesday
stationary from 1939-1948," Mr. who believes in grass farming, night and preliminary organizaDemaray said.
plans to sow one acre of alfalfa,
The entire personnel for the seven acres of pastures, and four
i
House
alone
wh te
from the acres of meadows.
principal
operating
engineer,
Farmers in Caldwell county
who gets $3,648, down to the report that a mixture of ladino
maid who gets $1,822—numbers clover, orchard grass, redtop and from functional periodic
61. This includes gardeners, car- Ky. 31 fescue make a good yearCardul U a liquid medicine which
penters, plumbers,
p a i n t e r s , round pasture.
i » ; b u brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and 1
housekeeper, b u t l e r s , cooks,
TOUI ( t r a i n o l functional perlodlo
Fifty-eight homemakers in Faydistress. H e r d how I t may help:
doormen and housemen.
ette county are serving as adult
•
<t
T a k e n like a tonic,
»
•
•
A
It ahould stimulate
The requested 1949 appropria- leaders of 13 4-H clubs.
a p p e U t e . a i d dlges. • t h u s h e l p bt u i l d ]
Robertson county women are
tion would cover $1,074 for
Umoalliance (or the
elevator inspection and mainte- using gardening, canning and
Started 3 days benance and $1,250 for laundry storage budgets in" their food protore " y o u r time", It
s h o u l d h e l p relievo
service. Increase in epst of sup- duction programs.
p a i n due to purely funcplies, materials and furnishings
tional perlodlo causes.
T r y C a r d u i . If I t h e l p s , y o u ' 1 1
is listed at $10,000.
be s l a d you did.
4
The White. House sends its
laundry to six different outfits.
"Supplies, material and fur- BERN, Switzerland—(IP)—Swiss
i n iae«L pmtc-wowa
_
are raising
protest
nishings" include such items as notorists
flowers, uniforms, pots
and against the compulsory admixRayon hand washables should pans, electrical and plumbing ure of wood-alcohol in gasoline
Judge A Farmer By His
be washed in soft, lukewarm wat- equipment, paint, dishes, linens, During the war, the Swiss govClover or Alfalfa!
ernment
contracted
for
11.000
upholstery,
curtains
and
harder with plenty of suds made with
tons
of
wood-alcoho!
per
year,
a mild soap. Rinse garment thor- ware.
Mr. Demaray explained that intil 1954, to supplement limited
oughly until water is clear. Then
wring or squeeze water out. Sci- the Bureau of Labor Statistics asoline imports. Although a
entific test3 have proved that had reported an overall increase large proportion of this substiwringing is no more injurious to of 32.1 percent on these jterps. tute fuel is now consumed by the
Swiss Army and post office, the
rayon fabrics than to any other
WASHINGTON —</P)— Only government insists that the re
fabrics.
about one in 40 Americans who mainder shall be mixed with all That's right! If a farmer has
an estimated 800 gallons a car.
ever have been married have imported fuels until termination good clover or alfalfa, his othThis year's consumption is been divorced and not remarried of the contract. The mixture is er crops will take care of
themselves. Spread Four Leaf
figured t o go higher unless
Roman soldiers took part of less economical and of poorer on your clover or alfalfa—or
there is widespread saving of
quality
than
pure
gasoline,
but
on fields y o u l l seed to clover
their pay in salt.
gasoline by pleasure car driveri.
is sold without rationing restric
or alfalfa—and this clover or
alfalfa will feed all the other
tions for approximately 50c ;
crops in your rotation! Four
gallon.
Leaf is the inexpensive way
to improve your soil permaThe chinchilla is a small, gray, nently and, at the same time,
an immediate increase in
hopping member of the rodent get
yield.
That's the profitable
family.
way to farm!
Writ* to . . .

go a long way in easing if v not
| A*
^ v e one pint averting a shortage.
day « n d ' How can you save gasoline?
^jilDf tvtty
s h o r t a g e On« w a r Is to drlv« slower.
keep 1
» ¥»
The AAA officials point out
A u t o m o b i l e A s - that hundreds of millions of galMrikA) givea that tip lons of gasoline are wasted evyear by car drivers who
J * 1 I s 3D.IWO.OOO
o w n - ery
as
unnecessarily
high
fcSr«uto»A s a o c i a - travel
U
car
d r i v e r , speeds. This wastage Is indicatfit by voluntary ed by tests of gasoline consumption at various speeds.
The tests show that a car
which gets 18.7 miles to the gallon at 30 miles an hour gets C H E N N A U L T T E S T I F I E S
—
S i * or fa".
a oossiblf scarcity of only 19.8 miles to the gallon Wearing a set of headphones
at 40 miles an hour, 13.3 miles to aid him in hearing the profSlrfwinter.
at 50 miles an hour, 11.2 miles ceed Claire Chennault, war'•"JKleum
authorities
at 60 miles an hour and 8.2 at time commander of tne FlyA Z
* * * *
«
l T n f pnKiuction in
o r d e r 80 miles an hour,
ing Tigers, urges military aid
The consumption of gasoline for China as he testifies bean automobile, as well as the fore the House f o r e i g n a f f a i r s
,ad t, g a s o l i n . - short- total number of autos in use, committee in Washington. The
has increased considerably since Senate cast a s i d e a proposal
E S T S experts say| 1930. In that year 23,000,000 pas- to put U. S. aid to Europe
the | senger cars consumed an aver- under United Nations control,
gasoline
shortages
age of 519 gallons of gas a car.
after Chennault
said
this
T-der
harvests
in
In 1941, some 29,500,000 pas- country will "set the stage for
i l and t h u s c u r t a i l f a r m
senger cars consumed an aver- world war III" if it fails to
m
AAA o f f i c i a l s
fear
age of 650 gallons a car. In war- send China military aid. (AP
C | motorists d o n ' t v o l u n t a r time 1943, when gasoline was Wirephoto)
gasoline f:v m - H o i t rationed, the consumption of 26
JJ^result in demands for million passenger autos dropone
ksery
.' fcrm
• oof f rationing.
the 30,000,000 ped to 425 gallons a car.
car owners saved a
The gas consumption of 28,CTnsoline a day, a total of
0000 gallons would be 250,000 cars in 1946 was 700
LONDON—(JP)—Joseph Hipkin,
, t j948. A saving of that gallons a car. Last year close to
one
of the last survivors of the
30,000,000
passenger
cars
used
U officials say, would
epic forced march from Kabul to
Kandahar, Afghanistan, has died
at Sutton, England, aged 92.
The marchers covered
313
miles in 20 days to relieve the
British garrison in Kandahar,
beleaguered by forces of Ayub
Khan, pretender to the Afghan
throne. That was in August 1880.
The 20,000 British and Indian
troops marched across difficult
mountain country with negligible
water supplies.
The march was led by Lord
Roberts. Hipkin was his personal
signaller.
Ayub Khan's bid to oust a ruler
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
friendly to Britain was foiled by
111 W. Market S t
Phone t l
the action.
1

-
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CREOMULSION

Another Purchase Town
Seeking New Industries

Kanadahar Marcher
Dies In England

Eliminate T h e " G u e s s "

How women and girls
vfiay get wanted relief

r • f'ijll
. I;

pain

_To guess about what has happened to inLonce values can prove expensive. It's better
»Iknow — Appraised your property lately?
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent

NEW

K E R O S E N E
S E R V E L

RUNS FOR FEW
CENTS A DAY

U g

a l l

t h r e e

SetWarylr*""

I COMPARTMENT

fliilffr> P&i&mank/' y
Clii,i-/till—M...J
D
II fl
M f p j

Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

in

^

ownG'B

FLEXIBLE
WEWOR

ironers

0

Beautifully i l y W

Women's

Wear

"Not More, But Betl
er Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

eoblnat

Two folding ond s W v e s
lronlng-shoe surfaco

Wm. M. YOUNG

MANY OTHER O-E FEATURES!

$179.00

Allis-Chalmers

Automatic h a n d or k n e e control

" operates silently, economically on kerosene! The
** Servel Kerosene Refrigerator brings you every new conMrfcn[*- • • big sub-freezing compartment for ice crefcm,
Jf cube». frozen food*! A roomy interior with adjustable
B
to store large milk cans, giant turkeys, watermelons.

** °f »H, the Servel Kerosene Refrigerator has no moving
[ r ® ^ freezing system. No machinery, valves, pistons or
M a tiny kerosene flame does the work. So Servel
longer. New Kerosene Servels now on display.

110 iq. In. ironing-shoe surface

Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

Safety release lewor
Thermostat t o select
temperature
PortabU (31 pound.)

110 sq. In. Ironing-shoo surface
Leng llf* heating element

WlCK-tYPt

KEROSENE
REFRIGERATOR
H » H SilUIT . . . I A S t S> t O N G E K

S

Portable (33 pounds)

BURNtR-" °
UNP»*
ODOR*

A S

*

N t

1

Hdwe. & I m p . Co.
Fredonia

wm

$69.95

N

We'll be glad to show
yow how easy they are
to operate.

Princeton
PHONE 1M

• Fabulously" flattering, 113$)
finterpfetation o? the new Spring silhouette
' b y L e V i n e , ^with its s o f t l y ' s p r e a d i n g ^
collar b a n d e d with eyelet e m b r o i d e r e d ^
lingerie and its"double tiered skirt
p l e a t e d at t h e side. O f

sheer'rayon^cttp^

[lb. all t h e . n e w . S p r i n g s h a d e s ^

We have other dresses in Le Vine just os
smart as the above styled in Vogue.

S U L A and E L I Z A

NALL

BETTER KIND OF DRY CLEANING
BRIGHTENS COLORS—MAKES
CLOTHES

LOOK LIKE NEWI

Yes, oar Sanitone Service is
thefirstreally scientific Dry
Cleaning method. Garments
are cleaner, free from spots
and stains. Fabrics look and
feel like new again. It also
means your clothes are better
pressed, are free from
unpleasant dry cleaning odors.
Minor repairing done free
and loose buttons tightened;
Be ready for the Easter
Parade in clothes cleaned the
Sanitone way;

Watch Your
Kidneys/

Right or left-hand control
Adjustable thermostat

SlMPL*

U !

SEE HOW SANITONE —THE

Automatic hand or k i w control

130 «q.

GENERAL 0 ELECTRIC

Help T h e m Cleanse the Blood
of H a r m f u l Body W a s t e
Your kldn.ye are eonatantly filtering
waste matter from the blood atreem. But
kidneys sometime, lag In their work—do
not act aa N a t u r . Intended—fall to r»Biove impnrittee that, if retained, may
poison the ayatem and upeet the whole
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagging ha<-Varhe.
perehrtent headache, attacks of dlsstnsee,
getting up nighta, swelling, p u f B n * .
und.r the eyee—a feeling of ner»oua
aniiety and IOM of pep and strength.
Other signs of kidney or bladder disorder are sometime, burning, eoanty or
too f r . q u . n t urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
t r m t m . n l ia wiser than neglect. Use
r i l l s . Dean's b a r . bean winning
new frieuds for more than forty y e a n .
Tbejr b a r . a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful neopl. the
country erer Atk ro«r «<g»ter/

Doan'a

Lumber

H i:

n

for

is "the reason these G-E
Rotary Ironers will save you so much work on
ironing day. You "sit-down-to-iron" . . . and turn out __
finished pieces like a professional. N o job is too big for
these dependable G-E Ironers.

"o MOVING
I'AITS TO WEAR } '

. H

!

Look B R I G H T in This

shop

w i c o r s o

Easy, rapid ironing

Lv

r-

Year's Easter Parade

>and'to-

Rotary

[

i; r

HOPKINSVILLE

N o w you can take your pick

of a n y ofthese

,

•J

CARDUI

Princeton lumber Co.

FREEZING

|

Swiss Protest
Alcohol Gasoline

I

Co,

PRICETON, KY.

m i y i i M

FARMERS DRY CLEANING
Phone 197

i! !

-

m

h !

' I! if

•ii unai i •

Harold Hackney
Heads New Club

Fredonia Junior Conservation Unit Organized
At School

At the organizational meeting
ot the Fredonia chapter ot the
Kentucky Junior Conservation
Club, the following officers were
elected: Harold Hackney, president; Henry Conway, vice-president; Arnold Wigginton, secretary; and
Frank
F a u g h t,
treasurer.
Following the election of officers, Tom Lewis, of Greenville,
supervisor of the Junior Conservation Club for the First and

Second dbtricts, discussed activities in which the boys may
participate at Kentucky Lake
this summer.
Meetings will be held once a
month to teach the boys how to
shoot, cast artd use safety measure* while hunting and fishing,
Gordon Brown, game warden
for this district, was present at
the meeting.
School sponsors are Hermfh
Brenda and Jack Byrd.
The sterling silver that graces
your dinner table most likely was
made in the United States, but
the chances are it had its start in
Mexico. Since the 16th Century,
Mexico has mined about 9% billion ounces of silver, more than a
third of the world's total output.

j •

1

Freshen up in
"Freshen-up" stripes!

At The Churches

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, pastor
Passion Week services begin
Sunday at the morning worship.
The adult choir will sing two
anthems during this Palm Sunday service; "Hosannal", an extension of "The Palms" by
Faure, and "One World" by
O'hara Bratton. The Woman's
Council will hold their annual
Easter service at 7:S0 o'clock
Monday night In the sanctuary
at which time a Pageant "Challenge of the Cross" will be presented. Thursday evening at 7:30
o'clock
candle-light Communion service will be held. "Journey Into Faith", a sound-movie
portraying the life of Christ
will, be shown in the church
sanctuary Friday night. The annual Sunrise service will begin
at 6 o'clock Easter morning and
will be followed by 11 o'clock
worship and presentation of the
Cantata, "The Risen Christ", by
the adult choir at 7:30. The community is invited to attend these
services.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS*
Old Madisonvllle Road, Rev.
Wilham E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:49 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
<
BARBEE MEMORIAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
J. P. Bright, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:49 a.m., R.
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Evening Worship, 7 p.m.
Midweek Worship, Wednesday, 7 p.m.
t
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
p.m.
You will find a welcome at all
services.

Two new
collar models in
exclusive patterns
9 9S

3

«d »4 9S

lan Heusen Shirts
Step right up for the season's most refreshing collection of
striped shirts... for a tingling tonic to your wardrobe.
Sanforized, laboratory-tested and featuring Van Heusen magic
sewmauship on white and colored grounds in this season's
smartest shades. A wide variety of collar models. We hire
just the right Van Heusen Shirts for you!

I

BOYD'S
Main

St

-

For Men's and Boy's Wear
.. _
Hopkinsville,

FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
9:49 a.m. Sunday School.
11:90 a.m. Morning Service.
6:49 p.m. Training Union.
7:30 Evening Worship.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor.
Church School 9:49 A.M.
Morning Worship 10:49 A.M.
Youth Fellowship 6 P.M.
Evening Worship 7 P.M.

Circuit Court Is
Dismissed Friday
Negro Indicted For
Shooting By Special
Grand Jury

The Caldwell County Circuit
Court grand jury, called in special session last week, returned
an Indictment against Herbert
Frazer, colored, on charges of
malicious
shooting
Into the
Dotson School. The case was
probated by the court.
Also probated was the commonwealth case against Chester Lee, colored, convicted of
stealing 49 pounds of butter
from the Princeton Creamery.
Lee was ordered to pay $39 to
the creamery
for
property
stolen.
Charles Everett Scott was
convicted on two counts of es
caping jail and sentenced to
six months in the Caldwell
county jail for each. A charge
of forgery against Scott was
continued until the June term.
Judgment w a s t pronounced
on Robert Satterfield, colored,
charged with malicious shooting
at without wounding, carrying
concealed deadly weapons and
housebreaking. Satterfield was
given a prison sentence of 14
years and removed to the State
reformatory.
Court was dismissed for the
March term Friday.

Children Rescued
From Nazi Revenge
BERN, Switzerland — (/P) — A
group of 90 children belonging to
the families of German generals
and prominent civilians extcuted
for their part in the bomb plot
against Hitler in July, 1944, arrived here recently to be cared
for by a private charity. Dr. Albert Von Erlach, head of the
charity group, says the children
were being ostracized as "the
children of traitors" by the Germans, and deserve special care.
They included grandchildren o t
Fieldmarshal Von Stauffenberg,'
who planted the bomb under Hitler's conference table, and of Dr.
K. Von Goerdeler, burgomaster of
Leipzig, who was caught by the
Nazis after a German-wide manhunt lasting several weeks.

Deaths-Funerals
Ira Cotton

Funeral aervlces for Ira Cotton, 97, who died at his home
in Lamasco March 10 from a
heart aliment, were held at the
Baptist Church, Lamasco, March
13, With the Rev. Z. Cannon officiating, assisted by the Rev.
L. B. Hooks.
Survivors are his widow, Mrs.
Pansy Cotton; a brother, William P., and a daughter, Esta
Louise, both of Lamasco; two
brothers, R. M., Lamasco and
Alvin, Arizona; two sisters,
Mrs. Made
Hall,
Princeton,
Route 3, and Mrs. Thomas Vin
son, Evansville, Ind.
Interment was in Gray cemetery, Lamasco. with Masons In
charge.
>
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$16.98 to $39.1
FREE $2.98 SLIP WITH

Community Profit
Sharing Plan!

Ending April 10th

er.

J. H. MUDD, Chief Engmeer.
The Brown Hotel, Lomsvill^

Dollars (tmm

'•«*••)

Jordan's

To protect sleeves of business
girl or housewife, a new cuff protector is on the. market, made of
Ky. clear plastic, with a slide fasten-

Write or telephone for fall information, or appointment
to inspect Please address:

Make Your

ANNOUNCING

We would like to take this
means of expressing our sincere thanks to each and every
one, especially our neighbors,
for their acts and expressions
of sympathy extended to us in
our most recent bereavement.
• Mrs. Luther Hayes and
children
Itc

40 q t Vertical Ice Cream Maker Brine
Circulator with Motor.

( S r ASSOCIATED

freezes the gum, which
be picked off easily, 8p
carbon tetrachloride i,
amy stain.

Bill Mick

Here is how it works-Read every
word carefully.
Help the church, lodge or charity organization of your choice, regardj
less of race, creed or color.

Jordan's Will Donate 5 % Of Your
purchase to the church, Sunday School class, auxiliary or any orj
ganized body of the church, or to any lodge, or underprivileged oil
crippled children's fund of any civic club or to any charity organization,
such as Red Cross, Salvation Army^or the Living W a r Memorial, etc., which-|
ever you designate, makes no difference whether Catholic, Jew, Protes-T
fant, colored or white, regardless of where you or your church or orj
ganization is located.

All the following equipment is in good, operating • condition, and is available note.

V

New Law Forces SelfHelp On All Districts Of State

be success,
fabrics by
ice directly
pt?t This

EVERY COAT OR SUITl

Card Of Thanks

5" x 5" York Asunonia Compressor with IS
EL P. Motor and Starter plus Gaug«»;
9" x 9" York A M B O D M Compressor with 4*
H. P. Motor and Starter plus Gauges;
8" x 8" York A n n o n i i Compressor wish 30
EL P. Motor and Starter plus Gauges;
Double Pipe Anasonia Condensers with
Valves and Headese;
22" x 8' Ammonia Receiver I Tank with
Valves t
Small Air Blower with 3 EL P. Motor;
lee Tank Agitator with Motor;
200 lb. lee Can Hoist;
200 lb. Ice Can Dump;
200 Ok lee Can Filler;
200 lb. Ice Cans;
3" Brine Circulator* with 25 H. P. Moton
and Starters;
2" Brine Circulators;
Mr'ln.m Sixes Ammonia and Brine Shell

Counties Must Pay
$1.50 School Tax

Chewing gum csn
fully removed from
holding a piece of
und*r the stuck-to

Friftfcfort
A "Little Marshall Plan" for Kentucky schools
*
»rty
won final approval of the State
Shop Federated Before You Buy That
.arable
Legislature late Monday.
The State Senate passe<f, 23-6,
New Easter Outfit
the bill which the House had
U
J UlUI00
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
approved, 41-83, Feb. 29.
The measure was dubbed the
"Little Marshall Plan" because
Donny Brook & Ruth Barry
in *
it embodied for State school districts the principle of self-help
C O A T S A SUITS
put in the European Recovery
joseph|
Program.
For Women
The bill will require, effective
July 1, 1949, all school districts
to levy the full $1.90 local tax
rate to get aid from the State
Mrs. Dorothy E. Davis
Equalization Fund.
Funeral services
for
Mrs.
The fund is distributed among
Dorothy E. Davis, 76. who died
poorer
districts to boost them
at her home In the Creswell
community Monday, were held toward the State educational
at Creswell
Baptist
Church .level. Records show 33 county
[to*
Tuesday at 1 o'clock with the and six independent districts
to nil
THIS WEEK ONLY
Rev. Edward Woodall officiat- now don't levy the top rate.
Caldwell
Hoard
Now
ing.
Check and compare these money saving valJ
A daughter of the late Frank Collecting Maximum Levy
Caldwell
county
schools
colC. Son and Helen Kennedy, Mrs.
on your spring needs. W e lead in price on
jbude wore
Davis was born in Caldwell lected only 79 cents taxes until
quality merchandise.
4b mstchin
1947, when the maximum levy
County.
Interment was In the church of $1.90 was put into effect unFine Quality 36-in. Druid Domestic
der a law passed by the 1946
cemetery.
Legislature. The maximum levy
Tobacco Canvas, 3 or 4 yd.
Ipi 1
on assessed valuations is now
Thwarts Revenuers
being collected in this county
width
$10.50 100
feuple will
Income Tax Board
for the first time, County SuMo.
Fast Color Print 68x72 count
39£
DENVER —(JP)— A Colorado perintendent Clift's office said
a radio
farmer made a bank deposit of Tuesday.
been
Men's Match Pants & Shirts $1.88 & $2.29
Adv«
$17,000 but didn't report such income in his tax return. The inMen's Big Brother Overalls, 8 oz.
ternal revenue department asked
sanforized
S2.|
why.
The farmer contended this
money was no sudden windfall;
FREE Mds. SATURDAY at 1 to 1:30 P. M.
he had been saving it in his basement for year3. Every time he
Guaranteed
tucked away a little more, he
Radio Service
said, he penciled the date and
amount on pine boards leaning
against the wall.
W. G. Walrond, Mgr.
Mrs. Bee L Engelhardt, 0»
Could he produce the boards?
109 SHORT ST.
Princeton Ky.
Well, he'd sawed them up and
made a kitchen cabinet out of
Ihem. Revenue agents took the
cabinet apart, found the penciled
memos true enough.
But this led to quite some reAsk Regarding Our Community
Ask Regarding Our Community
vision of the farmer's earlier tax
Profit Sharing Plan Today
returns. The tax men suggested
Profit Sharing Plan Today
he keep an account book.

ICE
MACHINERY
FOR SALE
1

[4JI
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Swinging high from ship's hold to New Orleans wharf comes the
coffee you'll soon be drinking. It travels far—by sea and by
Illinois Central—before reaching your grocer's shelves. There,
under labels as familiar as your next-door neighbor, it's ready
whenever you need it. Helping your merchants keep on hand
coffee and all your other daily wants is one of our big jobs. T h e
Illinois Central works around the clock so that you can always
step into your local store and say, "Give me a pound of coffee,
please."

LATIN AMERICA IS YOUR NEIGHBOR
Every Illinois Central community benefits fijom business
done with our Latin neighbors. They provide us with
such items aa coffee, sugar, bananas, aluminum and
copper. From us they buy many things—farm equipment, tools, household appliances
and foodstuffs. This two-way trade
brings us much we need and helps
keep U . S. payrolls large. The Illinois Central is working hard to
stimulate more of this good business between all neighbors.

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL

W. A. J O H N S T O N

- Prisidtnt

RAILROAD

T H E R E A R E NO STRINGS ATTACHED
After you have selected your home furnishings, rugs or appliances, y ° u |
fell the salesman who waits on you, what organization you would like
the bonus to go to. Jordan's will then mail their checks for 5 % of|
your purchase to the church or organization you designate - - - Simple,
isn't it?

You Buy Your Home Furnishings Needs]
The Request Must Be For An Organized Religious, Or Charity Group
IT WILL BE A PLEASURE FOR US TO SERVE Y O U , AS WELL AS SHARE
OUR PROFITS BY DONATING TO THE ORGANIZATION OF YOUR
CHOICE
For Friendly and Efficient Service
shop

Jordan Furniture Company
"Hopkinsville's Leading Home

Furnishers"

Phone 394

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Eighfh Qnd

MAIN LINE OF M I D - A M E R I C A
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WometvL
Dorothy

[ iteady

Phone

50

three musical B's, Bach, Brahm»
Birthday
and Beethoven,

• . A

•stlott
-ickets in a night

PAMohoU

Pcufe

Ann Davis

stener
the plane go over,
Journey
the sky-plac«s
rond:
..easursble distance!,
jhe humming motors,
nd far,
unison

w
-I

', JM

Sara Demetra Walker played
selections from Bach's "Peasant
Cantata."
Refreshments were served, in
the St. Patrick's motif, to J a n e
Alexander, Sara Demetra Walker, Betty Gayle and Ann Kevil
Morgan, Vivian Clare Moore,
Leslie
Conway
Lacey,
Jack
Henry and Don Harralson.

peace
Joseph Joel

Dinner
Mrs. George Rogers, of Fredonia, entertained with a surprise birthday dinner recently
honoring her husband and his
mother, Mrs.
Frank Rogers.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Rogers, and children, Rita, Anita and "Squeaky", Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Rogers, and children,
Don and Larry, Mr. Will Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. March Oliver and daughter, Valerie, and
Mr. and M r ' R o g e r s .

Party
Keith Birthday
Honoring the birthday of her
sister, Miss Maggie Coleman, of
Crosier
r .
Paducah, Mrs. Leslie Bright, of
Rook
Party
entertained
marriage of Miss Juliet near F r e d o n i a ,
The Satuiday
night
Rook
daughter of Mr. and Sunday with a dinner. Guests Club, of Fredonia, met at the
were
Miss
Maggie
Coleman,
PaA. Pepper, Franklin
home of Mr. and Mrs. Noble
md Mr. John Crosier, ducah, Judge and Mrs. Clyde Paris Saturday night, Mar. 13.
Wood,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Dunn
City, Mo., son of Mr. and
Pot luck sugper was served to
hn Crosier, Sr., Greeley, and son, Floyd, Cobb.; Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Beck, Mr.
Mrs. Jack Dye, Mr. and Mrs.
ftook place in Nashville,
and Mrs. Ed Phelps, Mr. and
William Coleman, Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday night, March 13.
Mrs. Charles Baker, Mr. and
Dolph Williams, Mr. John Wilbdants were Miss Hilda liams and Miss Imogene Wig- Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield, Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Blackburn, Mr. and
sister of the bride, and ginton.
'
Mrs. Chester Miller, Mr. and
Neeley, both of Nashville,
Mrs. T. R. Feagan, Mr. and Mrs.
.birde wore a light gray
V. E. Coleman, Mr. and Mrs.
Lith matching accessories Gillespie Circle
I corsage of white orchids, - ' The Gillespie Missionary Cir- Euclid Quertermous, Mrs. Madfepper wore a blue faille cle of the First Baptist Church ge Riley, Mr. Orville Prowell,
|nd a corsage of white m e t . at the home of Mrs. James Mr. and Mrs. Luther Barnes
Carr, Mar. 9. Fifteen members and Mr. and Mrs. Paris.
couple will reside in Kan- were present.
Miss Margaret
Ann
Cartiy, Mo., where h e is emby a radio station. Mrs. wright had charge of the pro- The Leader
has been employed by gram on "The Christian Home".
edrick Advertising Co., Those taking part were: Mes- Congratulates
dames Sam Steger, Charles McMr. and Mrs. Thomas Edward
Lin, Buddie Satterfield, Louis Lee, Princeton on the birth of a
Litchfield and Miss Elaine Morson, Thomas Benjamin,
March 12.
ell-Miller •
• • •
ris.
wedding of Mrs. Mary
During the business session,
Mr. and Mrs. John William
111, of Princeton, and Mr.
I. Miller, of Richwood, plans' were made for a cottage Hackett, E. Main street, on the
[ok place in the home of prayer meeting to be held at birth of a son. He has been
£v. and Mrs. A. D. Smith, the home of Mrs. Sam Steger, named John William
• • • Hackett, J r .
fulton, Thursday
night, Mar. 23, with Mrs. R. D. Leech
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Ausborn
11. The single ring cer- in charge of the devotional.
After the program, the host- Williamson, Route 3, on the
was used. After the wed(Mr and Mrs. Miller left ess, assisted by her mother, Mrs. birth of a daughter, Bonnie Kay,
florida for an extended Lillie B. Childress and the co- March 4.
•
•
•
fter which they * i l l be hostess, Miss Betty Lindle, served
delicious
refreshments
to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lester
ne on West Main street,
Mesdames Joe Weeks, Kenneth ( Cash, Route 1, on the birth of
Spickard, Carl Overton, Thomas | a
daughter, Regina
Lynn,
White,
Charles
McLin,
Ted 1 March 3.
I Do vis Hostess
Gray, Clifford McConnell, Bud• • •
die
Satterfield, Sam Steger,
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Franklin
ozart Club
Misses Sharber, Varmint Trace Road,
Mozart Music Club met Louis Litchfield and
the b i r t h , of a daughter,
e home of Mrs. Bernice Margaret Ann Cartwright, ElaFebruary 27. She has been
lin Davis, West
Main ine Morris and Irene Beckner.
named Linda.
| Tuesday afternoon, March
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Willingham,
3 o'clock. The program
Fulton, spent Friday and SaturMitchell, of the Mitchnducted in the form of a day with friends and relatives ellJimmy
Implement Co., spent Tuesday
kl quiz, concerning t h e here.
m Cincinnati, O., on business.

KENTUCKY

and Benson Psrrent.
•

ft

Mrs. Elizabeth Kevil, HopkinsMrs. Charles Hemingway, Ev- ville, spent Monday her*..
Mr, and Mrs. Joe Morrison,
ans ion, 111., Is the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. W. C. Sparks, Eddy- Oak Ridge, Tenn., hava bean
visiting • friends and relatives
ville Road.
her*.
Mr. and Mrs* W. C. Sparks
Miss Virginia Wilson, Oak
and their guest, Mrs. Charles
Hemingway, spent Wednesday in Ridge, Tenn., has been visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Nashville, Tenn.
Wilson, 214 Mc Good win Avenue.
Richard "Dickie"* Oregory arrived Tuesday from Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, to spend Mechanical Tree Planter
the remainder of the week with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. To Be Used In Pennyrile
Gregory, Hopkinsville street. He Forest; Is Available Here
was accompanied by Forrest
Frankfort —AP— Purchase of
Wortham, of Waco, Tex., who is
a mechanical tree planter, to
a gueat in the Gregory home,
help speed reforestation in wesCadet John C. Harralson, Os- tern Kentucky, was announced
car Cantrell Campbell Cameron today by State Forester H. B.
and Neil Dunbar, students at Newland. Delivery of the maCastle Heights Military
Academy Lebanon, Tenn., are spend" chine, believed to be the first
ing spring holidays with home- ever used in this state, is exfolk here.
pected at Dawson Springs with•
• •
in a few days.
Rumsey Taylor, Jr., student at
It will be used primarily' on
Georgia Tech., Atlanta, Ga., arrived Wednesday to
s p e n d the Pennyrile State Forest, but
Spring holidays with his par- also will be made available to
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Tay- private planters.
lor, Locust street.
The machine is pulled by a
•
•
•
Mrs. Bessie Harmon has re- tractor, and can operate on
turned from a two weeks' visit slopes up to 30 percent. Newto her nephew, Major Wilson W. land said two men, using it, can
Morse, and family, in Washing- plant 10,000 trees a day, which
ton, D. C.
is six times the output by hand
•
•
•
Suzanne and Bill Sparks, stu- planting methods.
dents at Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, T e n n , arrived WedTo clean the blades of an elecnesday to spent Spring holidays tric fan, especially one used for
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs
W. C. Sparks, Eddyville road. kitchen ventilating, wipe with a
cloth moistened in keroseene.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Templeton Washing with water is not recomwere visitors in Hopkinsville mended because water will not
Monday.
dissolve the grease and may dam•
•
•
Mr. and Mrs Shelby Hillyard. age the motor.
of Detroit, Mich., spent last
week-end with his family, E Q.
Caffeine, the stimulating alkaHillyard, and Mr. and Mrs. Ro- loid in coffee, is chemically idenbert Morse. Princeton, and Mr.
tical with the theine found in tea.
and Mrs. Wilson,
• * Cerulean.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Corbln,
Evansville, Ind., and John Earl
Davis, St. Louis, Mo., spent last
week-end with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Davis,
Franklin street.
•

•

naturally

•

Mr. Glover H. Dollar, Bismark, N. D., a former resident
here, is visiting his brothers,
James Dollar, Madisonville and
Steger Dollar, Bowling Green,
and sisters, Mrs. W. H. McElroy. N. Jefferson street, and Mrs.
J. E. Hillyard, Fredonia.
• • •
Mrs.
Pearl Hunsaker left
Sunday for Harrisburg. 111., for a
two wepks' visit to her sister,
Mrs. Will Rarrish.
•

•

•

•

•

•

""

»
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She'll be the fairest flower in
the Easter parade . . . when
you send her our special corsage . . . beautifully dewyfresh and fragrant; cellophane
boxed. Large, low-cost floral
selection! Also a variety of cut
flowers and potted plants.

A. M. HARVILL, florist
Phone 626-J

Eddyville Rd.

at

Mrs. Howard Enoch and little
son returned last week-end from
a two weeks' visit to friends ui
Shreveport, La.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Russ
Poplar Bluff. M o . sp^Jt 1
t eek-end with their pars
ncF-Mrs. H.

Effective New!
Plain Shampoo

• . • $1.25

Oil Shampoo

150

hi of Oil Treatment

2.00

St
;

m

Fashions For A
Lovely Easter

J-00

Manicure
Polish Change

'

This season our choice of Suits,

350
#

Facial

•

2.00

Pick-Up Curls

Coats and Dresses are divine . . .
i

350 & 500

Arch....'

50*

Scissor Hair Cut

750

Razor Haircut
Color

\ '

1

soft, feminine styles exquisitely dei

tailed and fashioned of

wonderful

1-00

Rinse

350

Tints

fabrics in heavenly colors.

5.00

Combing

250

Machinless Permanent Wave

. ..."

7.50 up

Cold Waves

. • 10.00 up

1
9

Shops open at 8:30 A.M. and close at 5:30 P.M. and will be closed all day Thursday from
May 1 through Aug. 31 — open nights on Wednesday and Friday for working girls

Modern Beauty Shop

Alice's Beauty Box

W e have a complete line of asseccorj
ies to match every costume.

(Phone t )

744)

Vivian's Beauty Shop

Grace's Beauty Shop

(Phone l t - W )

(Fkape rS-J)

Walker's Beauty Salon
(Phone Sit)

•

Hats
•

Gloves
•

Purses
•

Costume Jewelry

,

I
jri

Li

M M fit

*

;
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Senator's W i f e Has
Songs On Record
Washington — For 18 years
Mrs. Helen Hartness Flanders,
wife of Senator Ralph E. Flanders (R.-Vt.) has been collecting
New England folk songs. She
now is a recognized authority.
She is author of a n u m b e r of
books and articles on New England balladry and is the donor
of a rich collection of more
t h a n 4,000 recorded folk songs
and ballads which bears her
n a m e in the. S t a r r Library at
Middleburg College, V t
"A folk song has been remade
by many-generations who slightly alter words and t u n e to suit
themselves as they are passed
on orally," says Mrs. Flanders.
Though she has more or less
specialized in recording the folk
music of her native state, Mrs.
Flanders says you find folk
songs wherever people of pioneer extraction have cared t o
remember w h a t w a s sung by
t h e i r forbears.
"It may be the mayor, the
nurse, t h e housewife, the scissors-grinder,
the
barker
at
county fairs, t h e b a n k \ cashier,
just anyone," she says.
A folk song is primarily
learned by ear, s h e explains.
This ordinarily rules out what is

The G o l d S e a l
tells y o u t h e r e ' s
n o better b o y

MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (/P) — A
drugstore cashier here learned
t h e hard way that the hand is
Quicker than the eye. The lesson
cost the store $18.07.
A young man walked up to the
Cashier and asked her to s w a p
him a $20 bill for 20 ones.
Mfhen the m a n didn't return,
Miss Cagley gave him t h j bill
and watched him place it in an the cashier looked into t h e unenvelope while she was counting sealed envelope. It contained a $1
the stack of $1 bills he gave her bill.
in exchange, counting only 10 inThe unused stamp on the enstead of 20, she told him he was velope boosted the store's residue
$1 short.
in the deal to $1.03.
He fumbled through his pockets
Despite the advance of mechanand then said, "would you hold
the envelope while I go get an- ization, m o r e t h a n 80 per cent of
the world's food supply is still
other dftllar?"
She took t h e envelope. He took produced by a n k n a l or h u m a n
the 10 dollar bills.
labor.

.

fT

GIRL VISITS WOUNDED GI — Elfreide Elias of Vienna
claps right hand of Pfc. Jack Grunden, 18, of Portland,
Ore^, during 30-minqte visit with the wounded soldier in
110th Station Hospital in Vienna. The 19-year-old Austrian girl was with Grunden when a Soviet sentry shot
him in Vienna Sunday night. (AP Wirephoto via radio
from Vienna)

GENEVA,
February—(^V-A
survey of displaced persons in
European camps showed recently
that one-third
of the
male
refugees of working age are
skilled workers, classified in approximately 60 occupations.
Officials of t h e International
Refugee organization said this
relatively high proportion of
skilled workers was due to the
emphasis on individual handling
in European m a n u f a c t u r i n g processes.

1

GOLD SEAL

and t h e French King responding:
"Your master's young, of tender age,
"Not fit to come to m y degree.
"To him I send five tennis
balls,
*
"That in French land he dare
not be."
Two stories commonly sung
w h e n Chaucer incorporated them
into his "Canterbury Tales" are
found in New England.
lf« a G-ff—top$ In quality, s#yfo
Hon't a G-f radio that'll enhanceChaucer's "Wife of Both" is in
and performance/ But 'way, 'wayany' table-delight the mot diedown in price. Rich rosewood
criminating listener. Ivory plas-a latter-day f o r m k n o w n as
plastic cabinet. Extra powerful
tic cabinet. Natural color tone. "The Half-Hitch." The "Priorspeaker. Extra sensitive recepSuper sensitive speaker. ACess' Tale" is known as "Little
tion. G-E natural color font. ACDC. Four tubes plus rectifier.
Sir Hugh." Four or l^ve Robin
D C Four tubes and rectifier. Ses
Listen to it once,
_ _ _
Hood ballads, which followed
and you'll buy it I 7 7 Q * l
Model 115W.
,
the Norman conquest of England, a t e also in t h e collection.
Mrs. Flanders recently gave a
lecture on New England balladry and folk music at the Lib r a r y of Congress, w h e r e f i v e of
PHONE 260
PRINCETON, KY. her books on folklore m a y be
found.

19.95

Princeton Lumber Co.

PAINT

FOR

EVERY

PURPOSE

Higher Election
Pay Bill Vetoed
FRANKFORT—Legislation
to
raise t h e pay of election officers
f r o m t h e present $3 to $8 was
vetoed by Gov. Earle Clements.
The bill would have allowed
Fiscal Courts t o pay judges,
clerks and sheriffs up to $8 for
elections t h e y handle. It also
would have raised travel pay to
10 cents a mile, instead of the
present eight cents a mile.
"An increase in compensation
of election officers would not
improve the quality of elections
nor add to the efficiency of the
electoral machinery," Clements
wrote.
"Persons w h o are interested in
seeing that the will of t h e people
is expressed through the ballot do
not serve as election officers for
the amount of compensation they
receive," he continued.
The increase proposed would
cost K e n t u c k y about $750,000
during a f o u r - y e a r period, Clements said. "Such an added cost
is not justifiable in view of the
fact t h a t no appreciable benefit
or improvement m a y be expected."
Administration of elections is
a patriotic duty, t h e governor
said. "For a long time in f r e e
governments such civic duties
were performed without compensation," Clements 6aid.
The veto was the governor's
first of this session.
The bill wa3 sponsored by Democrat Reps. Charles W. Burnley
and F r e d Morgan, both of P a d ucah. It passed the House 74-5
and the Senate 22-2.

WASHINGTON - m
member of Congress
on request, to
m«
plants f r o m the Nstioi
Gardens.
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FOR TRACTOR v (j
. . . T h e Universal"
o p e r a t e s bydraul/J

sod puII-typtMinple— h a s 4-wbecl-dj
power sod initios
f i e l d w o r k , with

speeds of 2 H to 71

FOR T O W I N G . . .
Georgia — B a r r e — Dakota Granite —

&
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T h e Universal " J e e p makes a highly-efficient.
tow t r u c k , c a p a b l e of
towing a braked load of
5,500 lbs., with plenty
of r e s e r v e f o r s t e e p
grades and heavy going.

Tenn. — Vermont — Georgia Marble

Princeton, Ky.

1

The Universal '"Jeep" puts farming on a produJ
tion basis, spresds its cost over many kinds
work. It lightens the farmer's tasks, workii
around the clock, does jobs that otherwiJ
would require three or four separate machined

Finest in Granite and Marble.

DAVIS

rs Operate

•ST.*1 * e
^
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See Us Before You Buy. We Handle Only the

JOHN

ioniists Study
5Successful

HOW TO CUT COSI
ON YOUR FAI

MONUMENTS

Many Skilled Men
In DP Camps

»

Scientists estimate that t h e salt
f r o m tha oceans, if d r i e d a n d
MORAVIA, Iowa — VP) — A placed in a pile, would f o r m a
milking s h o r t h o r n cow owned by
mound 4,800,000 cubic miles in
Fay Paxston, of Moravia, should
•ize.
be worth t h r e e times the price
for the a v e r a g e cow in this breed. Paxston's animal recently
gave birth to t w i n heifer calves.
It was t h e t h i r d time in a row
t h a t the cow h a s given birth to
twins.

Twins Ate Habit

Hand Is Quicker
Cashier Discovers

found in print. However, she
says, she occasionally
comes (
upon verses originally printed!
that have been picked u p by
word of mouth and so changed
that they are "folk-possessed."
Such a song, she says, is ' T h e
Rose of Tralee," brought over
by the Irish and sung in lumber camps long before the radio made it famous. And there
was the ballad of King Henry
V's conquest of France, in which
the English folk made up their
own idea of the great battle of
Agincourt.
Mrs. Flanders says it was
sung "quite casually" to her by
a native of Maine as he had
learned it while a cook in a
lumber camp. While h e was
singing it to the recorder at
Mrs. Flanders' h o m e at Springfield, a verse eluded him.
Before he left, however, Mrs.
Flanders suggested h e might
like to pick some plums f r o m
their trees for jelly. A short
while later the senator, r e t u r n ing home, h e a r d a voice f r o m
the plum tree.
The man was sihging about
the King of England demanding
tribute of t h e King of France,

Most
sensawi*
G~B Radio Buys
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FOR HAULING .. .1

Where You Get The Best For Less

T h e Universal " J t i

carries up to 1,2001
I t b a s 2-wheel drive 1
c o n v e n t i o n a l travel,'

WHAS (8^

w h e e l d r i v e for
roads or off-road h J

Read Stock
W A N T E D

E

FOR MOBILE POWER.With optional power
take-off, the Universal
" J e e p " takes power
wherever needed, operates many types of beltand s h a f t - d r i v e n f a r m
equipment.

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and

IIVERSITYl

SAVE TIME • SAVE MONEY

on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
We pick up horses, cows and hogs. .Call

WITH THE

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

All Gar

Dit

UNIVERSAL

Madison

Stewarj

S t o n e M o t o r Co. li

Princeton, Ky.

315 Kentucky Ave.

We pay all phone charges.

n, Ky.

Paducal

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES, Dealer

£

Fish should be cooked for just
the length of time required to
make it flavorsome and tender;
if overcooked it tends to become
tasteless and dry.
FUtJIAMIC •»»- 4-Doer Sedan
(White •Idowall tlrva at u l n coat.)

A T
THE

WALL

PAINT

L U X
MADE

WITH

Let us show you the new luxurious colors . . . You'll
be thrilled with gay, deeper tones that will blend
so well with your furnishings.

f

*

»

*?ir

'Optional at .«tr» «•».

OF

T H E

BILE

The SMART choice is the new Oldsmobile . . . and
look what a wide choice it offers. 31 models! 10 body
types! 2 engines! And every single CHdsmMle it
available %vith GM Hydra-Made DriveV This is the
original "no-dutch, no-shift" drive—the General
Motors drive that gives you "Whirlaway" actionl

WAYS

Insurance

ONLY

PER G A L

L I N E S

OLDS MO

OFFER

mwD
SERVE 2 OO

»3.45

T H R E E

1948

OIL

FLATLUX is the modern non-glare flat wall paint
that has all the advantages . . . . because FLATLUX
is a real Oil paint . . . not thinned with water.
FLATLUX . . . applies so easily without brushmarks
. . . dries fast . . . no offensive odor . . . one coat
covers most any surface . . . washable with soap
and water . . . One Gallon will do the average room.

A L L

\ You can't get it by wire
After your home's on fire.

FLATLUX colors are Identically Matched with
SATIN- LUX Semi-Gloss and GLOS-LUX High Gloss.

DYNAMIC "60" 4-Door Sodoa I
DYNAMIC-70" CM. S^o.

Get It Here
Where the Golden Rule

A

P A T T E R S O N - S A R G E N T

P A I N T

Applies.

C. A. Woodall

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
'The Complete Paint Store"
W. Ct. Sq.
%

•

Phone 762

Ins. Agency
'

Phone 64
— 117 W. Main S t

—
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FUTURAMIC OLDSMOBILE—it's the " 9 8 " for
'48 — Oldsmobile's Golden Anniversary model
—the ear of the year in public acclaim and acceptanoel The Futuramie Oldamobile offers General
Motors' eagerly awaited new Body by Fisher.
It's lower, wider, roomier—affords greater visi-

bility in all directions—and it's styled throughout
with typical Oldsmobile smartness.
In the lower price classes, the car that's really
going places" this year is the bright, sparkling
Dynamic Oldsmobile—availahle in two complete lines, the "60" and the "70" for 1948

With GM Hydra-Matic Drive* and with a choice
of 6- or 8-cylinder engines, they're tops in
performance and dependability—worthy running
mates for the Faturamic Oldamobile " 9 6 V I

*V» In tear aero r ... to Mr*fassmm!...
T. kelp turn out ymr OLDSMOBILE

Stevens Chevrolet Company
Princeton, Ky.
<a Hmry J. Teeter, Uondatt ami

A
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For many people, baked ham Is
the traditional main dish for the
Easter dinner. A ham slice, touched up with mustard and cloves
and garnished with pineapple
rings, will be just as tasty as a
whole baked ham. Home economists at the College of Agriculture
and Home Economics, University
of Kentucky, suggest this recipe:'

on
m

Baked Ham with Pineapple
Thick slice of ham
Mi cup brown sugar
H cup bread crumbs
Few whole cloves
Vfc teaspoon dry mustard
V« cup pineapple juice
Slices of pineapple
Have slice of ham cut about
an inch thick. Fry out a piece of
fat from the ham and then brown
the ham slice on both sides in
DRIFTS TOO MUCH FOR SNOW PLOW — A Sante We railroad snow plow is all but it. Place ham in shallow baking
buried in huge drifts four miles west of Windom, Kansas, March 11, after the draw dish and stick with whole cloves.
Mix the sugar, mustard, bread
bar connecting it with the locomotive snapped under pressure of clearing huge drifts crumbs and pineapple juice and
after one of the heaviest snows in history in western Kansas. Members of the strand spread on the ham. Bake unc-
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Public Health Nurses
Seek New Recruits
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WHAS (840 on your dial)
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months-old
Roddy had long
since recovered from an ear infection that required painful
probings. But he continued to
scream for hours every night.
Sometimes h e threw himself
from one side of his crib to the
other as though trying to keep
himself awake. Then, by day, he
was peevish and hard to handle.
He was fast becoming a problem
child.
His mother was at her wits'
end. The cries tormented her.
But if she went back to the bedroom and picked him up, she
would be spoiling him, wouldn't
she? In anguish she stayed
where she was, her work-worn
hands twisting in her lap.
Things might have gone on
like that indefinitely if Roddy's
father had not broken his ankle

AUCTION
SERVICE

Madison Square Garden

Graduate
Auctioneer

Stewart Oil Co
Dawson Road

inceton, K y

NcwertATunte)

By Adelaide Kerr
The baby's cries cut the silence. In the lamp-lit living room
his mother wept too. Eighteen*

Direct From

Paducali,
Dealer

Princeton, Ky.
Route 1, Phone
Farmersville 2821

Mo/volt

Cut Flowers
All the ones in season

Corsages
Roses —

Carnations
Orchids —

Gardenias

Others:
Lillies —

Hydrangae
Cineveas — Tulips

Hyacinths —

ORDER EARLY

on the job. The factory nurse
came to the house to dress it and
learned of the baby's nighttime
crying. She told the mother that
the painful ear probings tiad left
him frightened and insecure. He
needed assurance of love and
protection — that was all. She
taught the mother to rock Roddy before she put him to bed
and, whenever he cried, to go
back to him with a word or a
pat. In ten days the child was
sleeping through the night like
a bear cub.
The nurse was one of a civilian army of 21,000 public health
nurses who work in cities, small
towns and rural areas throughout the country. They are employed by city and state departments of health, visiting nurse
associations, clinics, schools and
Industrial plants. Their primary
aim is to nurse the sick. But
their work also extends into the
community to prevent sickness
before it strikes and to promote
general good health.
Ten thousand are members of
the National Organization of
Public Nursing, which is starting a drive to p u t 7,000 more
public nurses to work.
"Public health nurses can be
of invaluable help to mothers;"
says Anna Fillmore, NOPHN'S
new director. "Many women feel
frightened and uncertain with
their first babies. Often they
make serious mistakes in child
care simply because they a r e
trying so hard. As a result their
children sometimes become BO*
cial misfits.
"Some mothers become slaves
to their babies. One city mother
exhausted herself to get h e r baby
into the sunshine. Each day she
bundled him into his big carriage, dragged him down three
flights of stairs and sat outdoors
on the street all day with him. It
was so noisy there he got very
little rest, so he became fretful.
The mother got no housework
done by day so she had to work
at night. The husband had no
companionship, so he grew surly
and stayed away evenings. The
whole household was in a snarl.
"Olne of the public health
nurses taught the mother to take
the baby out t w o hours every
day and let him sleep quietly at
home the rest of the time. That
enabled her to do her housework in the daytime and spend
the evenings with her husband.
He began t o stay at home again
and the family snarl untangled."

Baugh, Hutson To Be
On U.K. Grid Staff

Potfed Plants
i

picture was made in afternoon. (AP Wire

—

LEXINGTON, —(ff\— Sammy
Baugh and Don Hutson, who
rank among the great in professional football ranks, have
been signed as visiting instructors at the University of Kentucy's annual gridiron clinic next
month'.
Coach Paul Bryant said the
clinic will be held April 2-3 instead of during the summer
months. He explained that Kentucky prep coaches prefer the
earlier date; that the U K. grid
squad will be engaged in practice
then; and that Baugh and Hutson
wouldn't be available later.
Baugh is considered one of the
sport's greatest passers and Hutson is equally famous as a receiver.

Music Triumphs
Over Warehouse

MOBIL*

A. H. TEMPLETON, florist
Phone 103-J

MILES . CITY, Mont—(/P)—
When no music came out of the
church piano, Dick Pemberton
went to work with a screw driver. Once he chased out a score
or so of mice and sacked u p a
half of bushel of wheat that
somehow got Inside, the piano
delivered music for the Sunday

school class.

Saturday, at 1:30 P. M

Everybody reads the Leader
Don't Forget
AUTO
AUCTION
SAL*
Saturday B e g i n n i n g nt 10:30
R a i n or B h l n e
•2.00 If Thoy Don't 8all
•10.00 If Thoy Do Soil
Anybody oan Soil - • OUR
Every

Hall
"Better Ways of Doing Housework" was the topic of Hall
Homemakers when the club met
with Mrs. Joe Horning, March 9.
Mr3. Joe Horning read Psalm
145: 1-4. "Salutation of the Dawn"
from Sanskrit was presented by
Mrs. Joel Boitnott. Mrs. Carmon
Bogel, home management leader,
gave the major project. Mrs. A.
R. Horning lead the group in a
discussion of community needs.
Present were: Mrs. Joel Boitnott, Mrs. Everett Creasey, Mrs.
A. R. Horning, Mrs. To;n Horning, Mrs. U. J. Bogel, Mrs. Carmon Bogel, Mrs. Walter Littlefield, Mrs. Joe Horning, Misses
Mary Capps, Margaret Oates,
Geraldeen Bogel, Wilma Vandiver, home agent, Bobby Horning
and Maurice Littlefield.

» •

•

Anybody

Can

Buy

Authorized by the Republican County Committee for the
purpose of electing Precinct Committee Men and Women
for the ensuing 4 years and to select delegates to the State
and District Conventions.

JOHN HUGHETT, County Chairman

MAIN

ST. CAR
EXCHANOK
A N D A U C T I O N CO.
Hopklnavlllo, K e n t u c k y

Match 28

Have Your
Garments
Cleaned Now

Eddyville Road
Mrs. Denny Cash was hostess
to the Eddyville Road Homemakers March 12.
Mrs. W. H. Beck presided art the
meeting. The major lesson on
"Making Your Work Easier" was
given by Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, assisted by Mrs. Chas. J. Hubbard.
Mrs. Chas. J. Hubbard lead the
group in t h e program discussion.
Mrs. J. M. Tichenor had charge
of the recreation program.
Present were: Mrs. W. H. Beck,
Miss Helen Beck, Mrs. Denny
Freeman, Mrs. J. W. Hollingsworth, Mrs. Chas. J . Hubbard,
Mrs. Urey Lamb, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. L. C. Lisman, Mrs.
Arch Martin, Mrs. J. M. Tichenor, Mrs. K. P. Hobgood, Mrs.
G. U. Griffith, Mrs. H. A. Travis,
Mrs. J. K. McLin, and Miss
Wilma Vandiver, home agent.

avoid possible
disappointment because of the rush
Good Cleaning Requires Time

FINE CLEANING

Schedule

Expertly

Promptly

March 19, 1:30 p.m., Bethany,
Mrs. Champ Oates, hostess.
March 22, 1:3(1 p.m., Quinn, Mrs
.J. R. Villines, hostess.
March, 23 2:00 p.m., Cobb, Mrs.
Clyde Wood, hostess.
March 24, 1:30 p.m., Farmersville,
Mrs. R. L. Asher, hostess.
March 25, 1:30 p.m. Eddy Creek,
Mrs. Herschel Drennan, hostess.
March 26, 2:30 p.m.. Hopkinsville,
Mrs. Hugh Murphy, hostess.

•

Reasonably

Phone 111

Everybody reads the Leader

EXTRA SPECIAL
JUST RECEIVED A N E W LOT OF 8 mm AND 16 mm MOVIE
SUBJECTS
IN
TRAVELS - NEWS AND SPORTS - - - (SEE THE LEWIS WOLCOTT FIGHT).
DARK ROOM

Photo Electric

DEVELOPING

EXPOSURE

OUTFITS

METERS

FLASH

Genuine Leather

ENLARGING

CARRY
CASES

GUNS

COMEDIES

OIL COLOR

FLASH BULBS

PAINTS

ACCESSORY

RETOUCHING

LENSES
For All Makes of Cameras

OUTFITS

Color Film - - - Black and White Film - - - 8 mm and 16 mm Film
Splicers and Editors Complete for 8 mm and 16 mm Film
REVERE

i

"W"

TURRET

Books and Instrutfions On All Phases of Photography!

CAMERA
(F. Z.8) For Instant ease and
accuracy in getting distance,
medium
extra

All the Newest in Printing and Enlarging Papers

and eloee-np shots;

telephoto

view-finder.

With F l.» lena

%1*IM

WOOD'S

DRUG STORE
PHONE NO. 7
Hopkinsville, Ky

Bases
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Spring Suits Modified
To Suit Average Taste
By Dorothy Roe
(Aaeociated Press

Fashion e d i t o r )

Now that the shouting is
over, it appears that Easter fashions In the U. S. A. are going
to be much less alarming than
earlier reports Indicated.
They have a "new look," it's
true. But it's a far different ailhouette than the droop-ahouldered, barrel-skirted affair first
proposed by certain Paris designers.
Now that U. S. manufacturers have recovered from the first
hysteria over the revolution in
fashion, they have turned Out for
Easter consumption an array of
suitst and coats as conservative
as any timid shopper might demand.
For those who like their tailored clothes in the classic tradition, there are plenty of crisp,
slim-skirted BUWS with either
short or long jackets, no exaggerated wasp waists or hip
pads, and a general air of good
breeding. Just belpw the calf is
the accepted skirt length.
For the more daring, there
are still full-skirted,
smallwaisted Outfits, but even in
most of these the skirt flares
have been modified and shoulder pads have been retained.
Fabrics are handsomer than
they have been in many years,

LEADER, PRINCETON,
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Makes Big Yield
Of Dark Tobacco
A yield of 1.932 pound* of dark
tobacco on seven-tenths of an
acre was made by Carl Johnson
of Enon neighborhood in Hickman county.
Farm Agent Warren Thompson
said Johnson's record could be
made 011 many farms if his methods were used. He applied generous amounts of fertiliser and
manure, turned under a good
stand of crimson clover and sst
40 percent more plants than are
usually grown.
Johnson used about $34 worth
of fertilizer and marfure, applying 1,000 pounds of commercial
fertilizer and 10 loads of manure
on the seven-tenths of an acre.
He set his tobacco in May at the
rate of 2,420 hills an acre, growing Ky. 180.

with all varieties of gabardines
well out in front, and navy by
all odds the favorite color.
(Irays, In both worated and
flannels, sre the next best bet,
and then come muted pastels
and sand tones.
Hats are frankly designed to
flatter the wearer, and there's
nothing freakish or frightening
about them, either. Favorite for
wear with Easter suits is the
stiff little straw sailor, which
may be trimmed with flowers,
gay imported taffeta ribbon or
veiling. Victorian bonnets are
shown for the young, and big
off-the-face Bretons are definitely in the picture. Delicate
pastel tones are preferred for
spring liats, to flatter the face
and contrast with dark, simple
suits and coats.
Shoes and handbags are ladylike and handsome. Newest shoes
of the season have covered toes
and heels, but may be cut far
down on the vamp, with perhaps a strap or tw6 to add to
the "covered-up" look. Supple
kids kins and soft calf and suede
leathers are being shown, with
fewer platform soles than last
year.
Handbags are smaller to fit the
general feeling of restraint noticeable throughout the mode,
with neat boxy or melon shapes

Paper Has Record
Of Globe Trotting

I persons »na

SYDNEY — (JP) '•— A piece of
brown wrapping paper which
started out around a parcel from
S h e n a n d o a h Road, Buffalo,
U.S.A. has ended up in Quantong (Victoria) after travels to
England and Scotland. From Buffalo the paper went to a Miss
Dorothy Wilson whose address
has been cut off the paper. It
was next used for sending something to a person at Aberdeen
(Scotland), who used it to wrap
a parcel sent to Birkenhead (England). From Birkenhead rt came
to Australia as wrapper of an
English magazine. The Quantong
resident who got it is thinking
of continuing the paper's travels
by using rt to send some Australian magazines back to Birkenhead—just for the fun of the
thing.
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Slick as a chick... v
Dainty as down . . .
\The new Humming Bird sheers
Are the smartest in town!
1 5 Denier

Princeton

Bushel of wheat! bushel of rye!
All not HIGHER, holler
T!
B U S Service
Right I You a r e paying 2 t o 3 times as much for almost everything
you buy t o d a y c o m p a r e d t o e f e w year* back . . . EXCEPT t h e
t i c k e t you buy t o r i d e our buses. O u r service costs you n o more
than it did b e f o r e t h e war. Your dollar t a k e ! you just as f a r t o d a y
as it ever d i d I

ASK OUR COURTEOUS STATION AGENTS FOR SCHEDULES

fUXHtSHtNG

R

You'll be delighted at our complete selection for
youngsters! Red Goose Shoesflatternew outfits
...and wear long post Easter. Come in today...
and sec our dainty styles for Sis, and rugged
shoes for Brother.

M

CONSUMf*

sinvict
ouiisua

Man/ sizes and widths...

s

Housewfe

e m e m b e r way
back when vou
rutTA-mmr/)
a n d I p l a y e d hideand-seek in the twilight of a summer evening? After
>oo
you'd counted up to 100 by fives,
Yfyfh
you gave y o u r last w a r n i n g :
T^zZf
"Bushel of wheatl Bushel of rye!
All not ready, holler T . "

We hope y o u ' l l forgive us for
twisting this old rhyme around a
bit, but we can't help feeling just a
little proud of the way we've kept the cost of your electric
service down when the cost of everything else (including food,
clothing, fuel, etc.) was going up and up.

Baqk, say 10 or 12 years ago, when some of you
were playing hide-and-seek, a bushel of wheat
bought only 18 kilowatt hours of electricity.

for tots through toon-agorsl

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

Today that same bushel will buy 84 kilowatt hours.
Today-orany
day-electricity,
the lowest cost item
in your family budget, is worth more than it costs.

in Life, This Week, and other
leading publications.

•HALF

Princeton

THE FUN OF
HAVING

FEET

eai

tfcen SupwinUH
-motion John
y u-mewber

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

^headed by
j, 0f the' Stati

I Education
tt nipt, jlobei
being <
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voice, called all the IrWh to as- Pharmacy School Hau 210
1*»»
the capacity enroll
Final enrollment In the Unl- ment recorded for the first term
semble in one place.
Calling Columkille, then, Patrick sent his lieutenant to heaven with instrutlons to have St.
Peter prepare ,a suitable welcome tor the Irish.
"St Peter saw no objection to
such a reception," said Columkille, "but he enjoined me to return to Patrick with an order
that only the good Irish could
enter—the others to go below."
Patrick was taken aback. With
great anger, he told Columkille
to return to the gates and inform
Peter that heaven would get all
the Irish or none at all.

veralty of Kentucky College of by the Pharmacy achooL
Pharmacy in Louisville totals
•
210 students for the current
Horses revolutionized the lives
second semester, according to a of the plains Indians as greatly
report by the U. K. Registrar's • as autos changed the lives of the
office. The total is only four plain farmers.

W A N T E I *

AT ONCE
young girls for Nurses' Aids, with or
without experience.
EEI9 BJSIH BJ3JB G1SISISMSISI5I91MS1S (SJSJ3 I5IS8 ISJ5/3

Chrysler
The mortality rate of chinchillas raised on f u r farms is
high. In 1945 217 chinchillas were
born on Canadian ranches and
of these 73 died of natural causes.

Wall Paper

SPECIALS!
MANY PATTERNS
DRASTICALLY REDUCED

MUST HAVE ROOM FOR NEW DESIGNS
R O O M LOTS
PRICED FROM

SIDEWALL AND BORDER
FOR SMALL ROOM

CORNETTE'S
Hopkinsville

USHIH6

GIFTS

*neral | | Electric
Automatic,

Water Heaters
nomical
>endable
irefree
D-Year
arantee

By James P. Hackett
(AP NlWSFIATURM)
Fifteen hundred and fifteen
years ago there arrived in Ireland a zealous, white-bearded
Roman. He so endeared himself
to the natives that today their
descendants
throughout
the
world pay homage to his memory with feasting, dancing, pa[rading and merrymaking.
To the ruddy-faced Irishman
and his offspring, no greater
| man lived than St. Patrick. So
thoroughly
did
he
impjant
Catholicism in the Emerald Isle
that from his time up to the
present
generation,
Irishmen
have lost rivers of blood in its
defense.
Yet to the Irishman on Fifth
Avenue in New York and probably to the parading Irish in
Dublin on this St. Patrick's Day,
their patron is almost a stranger. His life is lost in* legends.
The greatest story of Patrick's
power, of course, concerns the
snakes and how they were driven from Ireland.
Except for the date of his arrival in Ireland — the early
spring of 432 there are few
facts about Patrick's life which
stand unquestioned. His place of
birth never was determined to
the satisfaction of Irish historians. That he was a Roman is
certain f o r h e himself identified
his father and mother in his
"Confession."
The saint was christened Succat — clever in war — a name
by which h e was known until
he became a bishop. When he
obtained his
commission
to
evangelize Ireland, Pope Celestine I renamed Succat, sending
him from Rome as Patricius, a
noble name of the time.
There probably is no race today as proud as the Irish of descent from so-called royalty. Old
Erin, it would appear from some
accounts, spawned kings as easily as a salmon laying eggs at
the headwaters of the Columbia
River.
Erin was near the height of
its pagan civilization when Patrick arrived. He made his way
up the Boyne River to Tara,
seat of the elected high chief of
Ireland, a man named Leary.
Evidence {hat Leary was not
"king" of all Ireland rests In the
fact that when he died he was
buried standing up, as was the
custom, facing his enemies in
Lienster.
Patrick was not the first Catholic missionary to visit Ireland,
His predecessors were numerous. Like most missionaries of
the fourth and fifth centuries
who wpnt into wild country
their work usually ended in
death—violent and swift.
Still, there were converts in
Erin, but so few in number the
Patrick could not hope for much
help from them. Unlike the
missionaries before him, Patrick
decided to approach the leaders
of the island first and then work
his way down. He failed to con-

1 Quickly neutralizes in*pHng odds.
2 Assists in removal of got.
3 Forms o soothing looting
over stomach lining.

lels Now Available for

4 Relieves heartburn due to
fermentation
food in the

stomach.

i WAGf

i nee ton Lumber Co
Phone 260

vert Leary, but he gained from
the high chief permission to
preach through the land. Leary's
wife and two daughters were
baptized along with
certain
counselors at Tara.
For the next 28 years, Patrick
toured the island and at the
time of his death h e had established 700 churches, ordained
3,000 priests and consecrated 330
bishops. Even with that phenomenal achievement, Patrick
died fn a land not completely
converted. There still was much
work left for Ireland's next
most famous saints, Briget and
Columba.
Colurrvba, also known to the
Irish as Columkille — dove of
the church—came on the scene
100 years after Patrick. During
his lifetime, much of "it in exile
at Iona, Columba considered
himself Patrick's lieutenant. An
intriguing legend has come down
concerning Columkille and the
last day of the world:
In a dream, Columkille was
transported to the last day of
the world. Accompanying Patrick from heaven, Columkille
watched I n awe as the bodies of
men were resurrected from their
graves and united with their
souls. When all had been accomplished, Patrick, in a great

THEN PLANT

BROADBENT
HYBRID
SEED CORN

Corporation

Lucy A. Roper
Superintendent

CHRYSLER
PLYMOUTH
AUTOMOBILES

Jennie

Stuart Memorial

Hospital
Telephone 968

Hopkinsville

Hodge Motor Sales

CLOSE OUT

of all M e r c h a n d i s e

From our Eddyville store

ARMY SURPLUS-PLUS REGULAR STOCK
BLANKETS — Navy Hospital — new pea green
*4»v
BELTS — Army Used — Here it is boys
130
HOODS — Army new — for men and women — just the thing for
outdoor wear — of stout cotton twill water repellent and wind
repellent — special
190
HOODS — Parka type — woolen new — ifs a crackerjack —
same used in Aleutians
39$
CAPS — Wool knit — used; with turned down ear protectors
150
JACKETS — zipper type — used poplin — just the thing for work or
sportswear -— roomy pockets and »vindproof wrist — 'nough said. Small
size only
. . . . . . . . . $1.95
TROUSERS — Herringbone twill — used
950
TROUSERS — Sun-tan used
$1-29
JACKETS — Herringbone twill — used
950
DUFFELL BAGS — A real bargain if you can use one
.
690
BAGS — Army Green; water repel ent — two compartment; just the
thing for babies' diapers away from home
390
HACK S A W S — New, with one blade
950
DIPPERS — Regular army used
190
9
POKERS — Good substantial steel
,
0
CURRY COMBS
190; C O O K FORKS .
190
SPOONS
190 SNAPS — new; many usds; 3 for
250
ARMY OVERCOATS
$4.95; MARINE OVERCOATS
$6.95
1 PORTABLE RECORD PLAYER
$25.00
1 RADIO and RECORD PLAYER
$26.50
2 5-tube TABLE RADIOS
$19.95
RITTENHOUSE DOOR CHIMES
...
$2.45 up
2 SUPERFLAME OIL HEATING STOVES
• • $27.50
1 ARVIN MIDGET RADIO
••
$11-95
SHOWER CURTAINS; regular $9.75 value
$5.95
2 BORO-WOOD BASE CABINETS; 36.75 value
$24.50
6-CUP ENAMELED PERCULATORS
890
1 NEW C O A L HEATING STOVE; $49 value
$35.00
Get These Bargains and many others while you can at

.
'
Ky. Appliance Center

Princeton-8

*

(Next Door To Union Bus Depot)

Fredonia-8

PAPER
VJtzv p e r s i n g l e r o l l t o 6 0 c p e r s i n g l e r o l l
2 0 0 P A T T E R N S I N STOCK

/kiZO*!W

McGough's Paint & Wall Paper Store

Princeton

P h o n e 7A2

.
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smaller size of the
schedule.
red to Frankfort during the Wilto
$11
over
the
1946
crop
ed with those of
Puryear Returns As
lis administration. He returned
Contributing factors, but of snd the brighter <>utl«>k|
District Road Engineer
to Paducah to succeed Robert
WANTED: Bring your laundry,
L. Hobby, 205 S. Seminary St.
lesser importance, were t" h"e port possibilities.
Lee Puryear, from 1941 to
Garland as District euglneer.
litfht quilts, blankets, and curPhone 153.
tfc
1940 highway engineer of First
IBY AMOCIAT«O PE«M)
tains
to
105
Good
Street.
District counties, i n c l u d i n g
Phone 736-W. Miss Archie CEDAR"""'WANTED: Write for
Booths To Be Operated
Louisville — The 1947 Burley
Stuff
wet
shoes
with
soft
paCaldwell, has returned to his
25% of your logs by cutting
Dunning.
ltp
In Princeton Thursday
them into the Cedar dimen- tobacco crop brought the highest
old post, It was announced Fri- per or absorbent cloth to take up
sions
wanted!
AMERICAN general average price on record,
To Monday
day. Mr. Puryear was tranter- mositure.
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Classified Ads

$1,450 Collected In
Red Cross Drive

Burley Average
Hits New Peak

Our Home loans are safe]
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economioal
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This Easter Make
Your Suit A MARX MADE
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Loan JUse

Fire Protection
Offered Farmers

ed Marx Made clothing
as Clothing of Distinction.

Farmers
livjng in
eastern
CMdwell county north of Highway 91 can now sign up for fire
control services with the Hopkins-Muhlenberg Fire Protection
District, Ralph Nelson, county
assistant in forestry, said this
week.
Charges of a cent an acre a
year entitle farmers to fire spotting and suppression from lookout towers located In Hopkins
county and the Pennyrile forrest area.
•
Application should be made to
District Forester E. R. Wagoner, Star Route, Dawson Springs,
Mr. Nelson said. Service has but
recently been extended to parts
of Caldwell and Christian counties, he stated.
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FILMS D E V E L O P E D: We
Speedily return pictures from
your roll films left with us.
Camera Corner Studio. 200
S. Jefferson. Phone 673-W. tfc
COMPLETE lubrication, washing, polishing and simonizing
of cars and trucks. Mitchell
Implement Co. Phone 242. ltc
We have a full line of tailormade Arthur Fulmer guaranteed seat covers in stock.
Hodge Motor Sales, West Main
St. Phone 87.
3tc

Come in and see our wide variety of patterns.
Sizes 34 to 46
Priced $37.50 to $47.50

Sam Howerton's

STOKELY, CUT

Fredonia, Ky.

STOKELY

KRAUT

16*

19 oz. can

12*
19*
23*

27 oz. can

STOKELY

Tomato Catsup, 14 oz. bot

STOKELY

Chile Sauce,

12 oz. bot.

17*

Stokely, white, whole kernel

CORN

19 oz. can

m
35*
m

Stokely, Honey Pod

17 oz. can

PEAS
STOKELY

Fruit Cocktail

29 oz. can

Stokely, yellow cling, halves

Peaches

29 oz can

26c

Stokely, yellow elkng, sliced

Peaches

29 oz. can

25*
19*
17<

STOKELY

Tomato Juice, 47 oz. can
Stokely, Tasty King

PEAS

19 oz. can

Stokely, three sieve

PEAS

19 OZ. can

STOKELY

Tomato Juice,

12*

19 oz can

Stokely Grapefruit

Sections

SALE

14<
17*

19 oz. can

Stokely, cream style, bantam

CORN

19 oz. can

Stokely, fancy

PUMPKIN

1ST

29 oz. can

Stokely, small, whole, fancy

Green Beans

19 oz. can

Cranberry Sauce, 1 lb. can
Stokely, Bartlett, fancy

PEARS

29 oz. con

Van Camp

Pork & Beans, 11 oz. can

BEANS

15 oz. can

Van Camp

RED BEANS

With Beans

15 oz. can

VAN CAMP BEANEE

Weenees,

11 oz. can

Van Camp Ply-Maid, cut

Green Beans

COTTON ROPE

•

LITTLE INDIAN

BROOMS

lit

I

19 oz. can

Cadillac, standard

66* HSilver

WRIGHT'S

16 oz.

each S I . 1 4

DRANO

Old Dutch Cleanser, can

12*
1 0 *

Washboards
Windex,

OK WASHING

Powder

8Vfc0

430 plus 90 tax
each

83<

20 oz. bot.

35(

3 for

AMERICAN

Steel Wool
Trushay

Hinds Honey & Almond Cream
ZINC

50 feet

Clothes Lines,

Furniture Polish, 12 oz bot

can

LYE

ALUMINUM

20*
47*
43*
20*
9*

lar

O'Cedar, All Purpose

can

MERRY WAR

B

Polish

Bon Ami

pkg.

Lotion,

38*
•13*
23*
17*
13*
8*

Van Camp Chile Con Carne

100 plus tax

large cake

1 0 *

each

14f

WINDEX

Sprayers

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
winesap, and Rome Beauty

Apples
IDAHO

U.S. No. 1, 4 lbs.

Potatoes 10 lb. mesh bag

25*
70*
«*r
/j(

Seed Potatoes, Cobbler, Blue
Tag Certified
lb.
50
100 lb. bag
$4.40
Yellow, smallest sise Onion

Sets

lb. 140, 32 lb. bag

^

Sugar Cured Side Bacon,
lb. 490
NO. 1 Slab, 10 to 12 lb. average
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily W S O N , Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS
6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

\

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

AA

Jj.W

WEEKEND MEAT SPECIALS

Red Front Stores

FOR SALE: Solid maple dinette
set, like new, and walnut telephone set. Phone Mrs. P. L.
Funk, 134-J.
ltc

KENNEDY RADIO SERVICE —
302 Green St. Phone 365-J. We
pick up and deliver. Service
guaranteed. George Gallaher,
service man.
tfc

10*

15 oz. can

WANTED TO BUY: Second-hand
desk, either flat-top or rolltop. The Leader office, N.
Court. Square.

24*

12*

Van Camp Mexican Style

of 1
50
D.
ltp

PIANOS — RADIOS — ORGANS
— SOLOVOX. Top quality,
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
409
Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Ph. 652-M
52tp

Mr

STOKELY

Apple Sauce
20 oz. can
SORGHUM, Genuine Country, 5 lb. Pail,
990
HOUSECLEANING HINTS

MOPS

FOR SALE: 3-piece, mahogany
bedroom suite and RCA Vie-tor radio. See Mrs. L. L. Klaproth. Tel. 510.
ltp

FOR SALE: About 40 head
shoats; weighing between
Phone 13-J
and 60 pounds. See A.
Scott, Varmint Trace Rd.

STOKELY VAN-CAMP
Green Beans,

You can save 25 cents of your
paint dollar by using RED
SPOT. Joiner's.
tfc

KEEP YOUR FOOD BILL
LOW BY SHOPPING at A
-

SMOKED HAMS
b E E F ROAST
BACON SQUARES
ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK
6LAB BACON
PORK SAUSAGE
FRYERS Ful D
RED PERCH F I L L E T S

HELM'S PULLORUM PASSED
CHICKS—Holder three worlds
records—R.O.P. sired matings.
Government Approved. Hundreds in
brooders.
Sexed
chicks. Free Brooding Bulletins. HELM'S
HATCHERY,
near Hitchyard.
16tp
DON'T NEGLECT p l a n t i n g
strawberries this
s p ri n g .
Strawberries are high, but
plants are cheap. I also have
a complete line of nursery
stock to offer. See or call H.

Veterans
For the First Time you can
choose and serve with aa
Army Unit STATIONED in
the U. S.
Thousands of Veterans of all
the Armed Forces have asked
about enlisting for service
with a U.S. Army unit now
stationed
in
the
United
States. This privilege is now
offered to all Veterans who
have had overseas service
since September 2, 1945. You
may select any one of eight
famous combat divisions stationed in continential United
States, and enlist for three
full years of service with that
division. You will have an opportunity to maintain the defensive strength
of your
country at home. You will
take part in training the
thousands of new volunteers
who are joining the Army
every month. You asked for
it! Here it is. Get all the
facts at the U. S. Army and
V- S. Air Force Recruiting
Station, ourthouse, Princeton,
Kentucky.

....

LB-

Cello
Wrap

LB
LB-

12 to 14 lb. avg.
(any cut)

LB1-lb.
Bag

Pure

School Day

2

Peas

No. 2 Cans

Golden

1

m

Whol^

Niblets

mi

12-Ox Can

LB-

39i

Fresh Pure

Lard

Grain

Lb. Carton
50 lb.

Cheese Food

$1.04 Pb

Grade A
Large

Popular
Brands

4

Varieties

3 lb. bag
$1.15

8

Oranges

Lb. Mesh Bag

37*

Tomatoes

Cello Tube

25* H 3

KEYK0 MARGARINE

Lg.
Pkg.

37i

Pkgs.

Large
Cake

3

Ll

60 Sise Head

Red Ripe

59l

1 -Lb.
Bag

Scott County

Lettuce
Hds.

1.5
15i
49i
40i
69

1V 2 lb.
Loaf

18i

Mb.
Cans .

28i
5c

Radishes

Gr. Beans
25*H2
29*

The Spread
With
Farm Freeh Flavor

Lbs.

1-LB.
Print

A&P FOOD STORE
W . Court Square

89'

Ctn.
Doz.

LB

Wisconsin

Florida

Lb. Loaf

Ctn.
Incl. Tax

All

Juicy

Ched-O-Bit

• <• 14 I I *
$12.49

Tin

Sunnybrook Eggs
Rinso, Duz or Super Suds
Cigarettes
Chewing Gum
Cream Cheese
8 O'clock Coffee
Cocoanut Layer Cake
Marvel Bread
12c
Pork & Beans

5349i
35i
69i
49i
39i
63i

LB

Any Chuck
Cut

FOR SALE: Four room house on
Dawson Road. See L.
M.
Hicks.
ltp
Reliable man with car wanted
to call on farmers in Caldwell. Wonderful opportunity.
$15 to $20 in a day. No experience or capital required.
Permanent. Write today. McNESS COMPANY, Dept. A,
Freeport, 111.
2tp

Shank
Portion

Ready
To Eat

43i

